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Plant subject of foul odor complaints
By John Walblay
StaffWriler

Something smells on Carbondale's north side and
complaints from area
residents allege that the
source is Koppers Co , which is
a treatment plant for injecting
creosote into raiit-o;:.d tics.
Creosote is an oily liquid
with a foul odor used to
preserve wood.
Charles H3yduk, an Iliin~is
Environmental Prote::tion
Agency engi!'leer fr:>m the
Marion office, said the plant
has been the source of
numerous complaints over the
past several months.

"The (creosote) odor
~mplaints go back a long
way," Hayduk oaid. "I've been
here a little more than three
years and I'd say we (IEPA)
get between five and 10
complaints per year."
Most recently, the plant was
cited twice by the IEPA, according to Hayduk.
In April, the plant was given
a citation for operation <i a
wood fire boiler and a creosote
treatment system without a
permit.
In June, the plant was cited
for creosote odor problems anj
c;-eration of the creosote
:.r<.atment system without a
permit for a second time,

according to Hayduk.
':'homas Hornshaw, of the
Of!ire of Chemical Safety in
Springfieid, said there is proof
of Ulncer of the lungs and skin
when workers experience
close contact with the material
and for an extended period of
time.
He said he dcubts the
creosote odor could cause such
a condition unless the c0ncentration of the material is
high, but said the odor could
definitely cause irritation to
the eyes, nose, throat and skin.
In an inspection on June 1 by
the IEPA the plant's boiler
system passed specificatiOns
and Hayduk said the plant is in

the process of applying for a
permit for the. creosote
treatment system.
Hayduk said prior to the
June 1 approval for the boiler
system, the plant was
operating without permits for

th;~~<pl ~:~.ued a
meeting between the agency
~~~~~~nt for Aug. 8 in
Hayduk said he has received
approximately 12 complaints
since March of t.'lis year. He
said, in the complaints, half of
the residents complained of
irritation to the eyes and Gus says Industrial strength
air fresheners could help
Sat ODOR, Page 5
Carbondale's north side-

IBHE: Tax increase
to boost education
By lisa Miller

would be invested in "job
training and retraining, unThe enactment of increases dergraduate
education,
in the state incomf' and minority student achievement
cigarette taxes signals new and more student financial
hope in th.- ~!nancin~ of Illin'lis aid."
Because of the money, the
hig..'ler education, Richard D.
Wagner, execctive director of Illinois State Scholarship
the Illinois Board of Higher Commission will be able to
restore
their
Merit
Educa::on, saicl.
Although th .. tax increase is Recognition Scholarship
for only twn years, ",sgner Program.
said it is a "st.ep in the right
"We thought the scbo18t'llhql" dire.!tion."
program might be lost for
Revenue from these taxes, good, but now it's back and the
when coupled with normal amount of the scholarship will
revenue growth, will provide be increased," Larry E.
in excess of $250 million for Matejika, executive director of
higher education.
the !SSC, said.
"After a stormy year, the
According to a report
IBHE's budget will finally be released from the mBE, the
met," Wagner said. "Things scholarship now will provide
loolu:d pretty hopeless when $1,000 to studen'.s in the top 10.
lori Houser, left, and Km ara;...;haw, from AtlaS van Unes,
the Senate shot down the percent of their high school
load their truck on ScUll MII10n Street to prepare for a move
Madigan-Rock plan, but it all graduating class, which is a
toAlilona.
worked out in the end."
Wagner said the money See IBHE, Page 5
Staff Writer

Completion of building awaits board approvai
By Tim Crosby
Staff Writer

If the Board of Trustees
approves a proposed capital
project at its meeting in
Edwardsville today, the
University will bt one step
closer to receiving $1.5 million
to complete the second floor of
the Communications Building,
which has remained unfinished since it opened in 1966.
That is, one lotep closer
again.
The project has been approved twice during the last
two years by the Illinois Board
of Higher Education and the

····~.•·MQi$ing.··.·

sunseiconcert·· .
SenesctJntinues····

"We've thought we had a good chance for it
to go through in the past."
Board. Both times; the state
legislature failed to release
fUJJCIs for the project.
"We thought we had a good
chance for it to go through in
the past," David. Grobe,
director of facilities planning
for the University, said.
"Perhaps the tax increase will
help our chances."
The money would go to
construct finished walls and
ceilings, as well as place floor

w~~ri~~~~······.

department."
.
Van Oosting said completion
of theCalipreStage, located on
the north side of the second
floor, would be a sure improvement ;n the department's
ca~bilities.

University .
to install
new lots
By Mlckl Delhaute McGowan
Staff Writer

SIU-C's parking problem
will be improved with two new
parking lots to be installed in
the fall and spring semesters.
Both parking lots have been
in the works for quite some
time, and the final decision
. came from the ~arking and

. !'!!~~c~:~~e~,,::

voting members Cf'presenting·
the various constituency
groups on campus. Merilyn
Hogan, campus parking
manager, said.
Tim Hildebrand, Undergraduate Student Government president, said that one

ca~':r

l:h::

':d~:;I:

Building. The other wili be at
the Recreation Center.
At Ute Wham Building, Ie.: 29
will be expa nded, Hildebrand
said.
The new pai-king lot will take
up half of Stehr Field, the
baseball field behiud Wham.
Hildebrand said that the other
half of the fipjd would be )eft
for physical education classes.
There will be 200 new red
parking spots, and 88 blue
spots, he said.
Hildebrand said the rking
lot may be comple::crin· the
ian. but might not be finished
until spring.
He said, "I think the Communications
(BUilding'

"It's .all make-shift and
improvised now," Van Oosting
explained. "There is plumbing
for dressing rooms that have
never been built, no permanent seating, and just a
concrete floor. So there are Cft~~~ot:eillc:e~:!tt!;
certain things we can't do."
the new parking lot.
The parkmg lot behind the
Van Oostingsaid he hopes
the new state tax increase
will provide funds •
See PARKI'4G, Page 5

County Board denies judiciary request for space
By Richard Goldstein
StaffWriler

Minutes after a Jackson
County judge pleaded with the
"';"'Page 13> County
Board to begin improving courthouse facilities
the board passed a measure
denying space requested by
tmprov~ , the judiciary and moved to put
own office there instead.
""-: Sports 16] itsJudge
David Watt, liason to
the County Board from the
judiciary, reminded the board
that Illinois Supreme Court

¢ountry to

-David Grobe
coverings in an area <i 12,000
gross square feet, or 8,600 net
square feet, to be used by the
College of Communications
and Fine Arts.
"This is not a simple matter
of appearence," James Van
Oosting, acting chairman of
the Department of Speech
Communications, said. "The
facilities, as they now exist,
. negatively impact the
educational ability of our

Gus Bode

regulations require courthouses to meet "minimum
standards" of security and
provide adequate facilities for
jurors.
Watt implied that the board
is falling down in its obligation
to meet thOSl~ standards.
"I'm here to talk to vou
about leading this court into
the 21st centurY with our eyes
open, not closed, " Watt said.
Watt mentioned several fees

that can be levied against
litigants to help' pay for
courthouse faCilities and
complained that some of that
money had heeD diverted to
thestate's attorn~y's office.
"When ~udget time comes,"
Watt said, "I want that
money" for court facility
improvement.
After Watt left, the board against the advice of Natalie
Trimble, building and grounds
committee chairwoman -

approved transfer of its
headquarters from one side of
the first floor of the courthouse
to the other.
Trimble said the judges had
asked for the room, formerly
the Jackson County Sheriff's
dispatchers' office, and
suggested the County Board be
moved to the third floor instead.
In an 11-2 vote the board
rejected Trimble's request.

·-3 ~.~.'
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Prison authorities release
Nelson Mandela statement

11: Bring In This Ad For A Free Soft Drink.

206 S. Wall 457-4510;

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UP!) - Nelson Mandela, in a
rare comment sanctioned by prison auth.:>rities, said in a
statement Wednesday the government must negotiate with the
African National Congress in order to bring "peace to our
COUJltry." Mandela, in a statement distributed by the Prisons
Service Wednesday evening, also pledged to "gladly assist to
create a climate which will promote peace in South Africa" and
said tb.e question of his release from prison was not an issue at
this stage.

Siberian coalminersstrike, present demands
IIU ... U.IIII

THEAMERlCAN HEART
A5S(1]ATION
MEMORIAL PRCERA.M.

~~
3 for 1
1.05
1.35

MOSCOW (UPI) - Coallllint!rs in a southern Siberian town have
gone on strike, presenting 30 demands including better food
supplies and an immediate ecological cleanup of their city, the
labor newspaper Trod said Wednesday. The newspaper said
Coal Minister Mikhail Shchadov rushed to Mezbdurechensk,
where the strike entered its third day in the city of 101,000 that
produces 30 millions tons of high quality coal annually.

NATO conventional force cuts proposal ready
BUDAPES1', Hungary (UP!) -Secretary of state James Baker
announced 'Nednesday the NATO allies will present the specifics
of President Bush's conventional force reduction prOposals,
including combat aircraft and helicopters, to the Soviet Union
Thursday. Baker said the broadened proposal will specify that
each side have no more than 5,700 combat aircraft and 1,900
comba t helicopters.

Zombies
Old Style
Tanqueray

. Stealth bomber hits wall of money complaints

All Films Shown In the Student Center
Auditorium at 5:15 and 7:15
ADMISSION $1.00

Friday. July 14
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~

·WASIllNGTON (UPI) - Air Force officials pitching the exotic
and expensive B-2 stealth bomber to Congress Wednesday hit a
wall of financial skepticism but said that despite the "sticker
shock" there is no cheaper way to do the job. House Armed
Services Comrnitee Chairman Les Aspin, D--Wis.; told the officials their request for up to $8 billion a year in the early 19905
was politically impossible, and spending any less than that will
drive the cost of the plane to as high as $1 billion a copy.
"

U.S. flights approved to. remote Soviet areas
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPl) =-lkoS. and Sovitltauthoriji8Jlh;we .
;approved plans for a small AiaSkan airline to operate cbarter-~
flights between the two·superpowers acrossithe Bering Strait,
the Federal Aviation Administration said' Wednesday. Jim
Rowe, owner of Bering Air, said his sman. regional airline based
in Nome becomes the ftrst and only airline granted permission to
offer passenger flights between the west coast of A!aska and the
extreme northeast coast of thE' SOviet Union.

state

~~
=~~

THE DEPAKTMENT oFrHEATE~&SCHOOL
Of MUSIC
PRfSENTS

SUMMEK PLAYHOUSE '8'3
EVENING OF FUN AND LAUGHTER

Watchdog group protests
violent television programs
CHAMPAIGN, m (UP!) - A television watchdog group \Vednesday called for a boycott of to.vo syndic-.ated programs it called
extremely brutal. The National Coalition on Television Violence,
with the help of church and peace groups, urged the publir. not to
watch "Friday the 13th" and "Freddy's Nightmares." The
coalition is putting pressure on companies to pull their advertising and are encouraging viewers to boycott all
programming on stations that run either show.

Im.!!~flg!.~~ti~'i~l~~'~;~~:ji!1
The Goddess of Democracy Fund is named for the symbol of
student efforts to talk to their government about corruption and
freedom of the press in China. This information was incorrectly
stated in Tuesday's edition and the Daily Egyptian regrets the
error. Donations may be sent to: Goddess of Democracy Fund,
(Acct. 051-140-5), First Natio~ Band and Trust Co., 509
University Ave., Carbondale, Ill., 62901.
%: ~;,.."''';
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The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk:. IT readeIs SPOI
an error they can call 536-3311, extension 233 or 229.
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-University instructor leaves
to pursue freelance career
Teacher admired
for tasks performed
above call of duty
By Tim Crosby
Staff-Writer

A cinema and pbotography
instructor is taking a one-year
leave of absence to resume a
career as a freelanc:e advertising photographer.
Duane Powell, a 12-year
veteran of the University, is
operating a 3,OOO-square-foot
photography studio out of a
building located in downtown
St.Louis.
For him, it is a return to the
past.
"I did this before I started
teaching," Powell said. "I love
to worl<: and I love to teach, but
the money here is much better."
Poweli said the University
Harolel Bryars of Charleston, Mo., measures and marks the
doesn't pay enough attention to
spot where he will place the next letter on the Furniture
the cinema and photography
Clearing House, IocaIed on East MaIn Street.
d~partment, although it ranks
as one of the top in the world.
"We're one of the top three
in the country, and our country
is tops in the world," he said.
"But the University doesn't do
John A. Logan College will
Costfor the program is $7.50, the things it should."
host a teleconference on "The which includes lunch.
Powell, who did his graduate
Challenge of Aids: Laws,
Interested individuals work at the University of
Lives, and Confidential!ty"' should pre-regiSter today by Illinois, said his wife and seven
from 11:30 a.ID. to 1:30 p.m. OIl contacting Joyce Hayes at one children will be joining him
of the following tall-free
horU' St Louis
July 20.
'
s
y m.
.
The conference will be held numbers: Carbondale area _
Mavigliano,
in the College's Batteau Room. 54&-7335; Du Quoin-area-542-· George
The program is appropriate 8612; Marion and Herrin areas associate dean of the College of
for health care professionals, - 985-3741; West Frankfort Communications and Fine
alcobol and drug counselors, area - 937-3438' Crab Or- Arts, said sucb a leave was not
members of the clergy and chard, Grand ToWer and Trico the norm at srJ-C.
areas - 851-4720.
"Most professors are willing
others.

AIDS conference to be held

to wait for the sabbatical every
seven years," Mavigliano "For many professors,
said, "Even the length of one
teaching and living in a
year is unusual."
Mavigliano admitted that university environment
the Cinema and Photography
Department was not ~iven a is worth what they
high priority at the Uruversity
sacrifice in wages. "
in matters of funding,
-George Mavigliano
"I think that's true of many
departments in our college,"
Mavigliano said. "Many times questions," Jolliff said.
it's the squeaky wheel that
Jolliff said Powell helped
gets the oil because funding is students gain experience by
always short. We're doing the hiring them to shoot combest job possible with the mercial photography.
resources available.
Jolliff said he assisted
"I think it was a personal Powell
on several such ocdecision on his part to leave," casions.
Mavigliano continued, "For
"He was really sticking his
many professors, teaching and
living in a university en- own neck out because if a
viroment is worth what they student messed up, it would
fall bad: on his shoulders"
sacrifice in wages."
'
Georgia Wessel, an advisor Jolliff said.
for the department, said the
Powell said he wasn't sure if
postion left vacant by Powell he would be returning to
has been temporarily filled.
teaching, though he says he
Joe Ziolkowski, who would like to.
"I love teaching. This work
received his undergraduate
training at SW-C and an MSA I'm doing now will help my
from the Art Institute of classroom instruction if I go
Chicago, will. be, teaching bad: to it," t>owell said. "You
Powell's applied sequence can't keep teaching when you
classes and
photography haven't been out there in 12 or
so years, though."
classes this fall.
.
"He knows the commercial
Wessel said if Powell
end inside and out," Wessel decided against coming back,
said. "We're very pleased with the department would search
him."
for someone to fill the position
. Scott Jolliff, a senior in on a permanent basis..
cinema and photograpfiy, said
.Among Powell's list of
Powell really cared about his clients
are Anheuser-Busch,
students.
Emerson Electric end Jewish
"With a lot of teachers, when Hospital.
class is over the teaching's
Powell's leave of absence
over. He was always willing to
stay after and answer any becomes effective Aug. 16.
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Area representatives
attain goals in session
MOST OF the state legislators from Southern Illinois
would agree that the major issue faced by the General
Assembly during the past session revolved around the
passage of an increase in the state's income tax.
The increase was something we supported and we
appreciate the effort our representatives made in voting for
the measure.
But the increase was not the only service our
representatives lobbied for or brought to Southern Illinois.
STATE SEN. Ralph Dunn, R-Du Quoin, made positive
strides toward obtaining a prison work camp for the Du
Quoin State Fair. Dunn also cast the deciding vote against
party affiliation for the income tax increase largely
supported by Democrats.
Sen. Jim Rea, D-Christopher, felt that during his first
term as senator the passage of the majority of his Rx for
Illinois plan, which is an attempt to improve rural health
care in the state, was a highlight to the session.
The DE editorial on religious
Rea said the surprise of the session was Democratic displays, "Court neglects past
House Speaker Michael Madigan's proposal of the tax U.S. religious history" should
increase which Rea said changed the course of the session. have been entitled "DE neglects

DE neglects rights of non-Christians

FIRST YEAR Rep. Larry Woolard, D-Carterville, and
Rep. David Phelps, D-Eldorado, were also pleased with the
rural health care plan which they worked on with Rea.
But Woolard cited the tax increase to fund education and'
local governments as priorities of the session.
The highlight of the session for Phelps was a $13 million
project for school consolidation in Gallatin County. He too
was pleased with the income tax increase saying that
downstate schools were in desperate need of money and
needed assistance.
REP. BRUCE Richmond. D-Murphysboro, was bappy
with the income tax increase but feared the increase in the
state's tax on gasoline and cigarettes would drive IJlinois
residents over state lines to make their purchases.
One highlight for Richmond was the release of over $3
million by the state Capital Development Board for a
veterans center in Anna.
OVERALL WE think the Southern Illinois delegation to
the General Assembly did a good job of representing the
needs of their constituents.
Political gambles were taken and some may resurface
come election time. But chances need to be taken and
many times gambles are unpopular at the offset, but given
time opinion changes.
Our representatives have made some popular decisions
and brought some popular programs to the area. They have
also made some unpopular decisions. Let us commend
them on the good they have done and give th~ unpopular
choices a chance.

rights on non-Christian citizens."
The editorial states that "the
ACLU and those who feel these
displays are not acceptable have
the right to feel that way but
religion is strong in this country
and those who desire to have
religious symbols displayed in
their communities should have
thatrighl"

Well, they have the right to
display them on their own
property and that right should
never be taken away. But an
American who is an atheist or a
membec of a less popular religion
. has the right to be represented by
a government which is free of
religious bias. Being greeted by a
re-enacunent of the birth of Jesus
Christ at the county courthouse
does not give that impression.
These people have more than "a
right to feel that way" about these

displays. they have the right to
enter a public building without
feeling alienate by their own
govemmenL
It is very scary to hear someone
say just because something is
"sttollg in this country" it gives
us the green light to ignore the
constitutional rights of others and
go on doing it anyway. It's even
scarier to read it in a news
editorial. - Mark Ingham,
senior in English.

Prejudice makes it hard to keep an 'open mind'
To begin. I feel compelled tQ.
ask Michael Pryor why he is in
the United States if he feels so
strongly "oppressed." I am
aware that Afrikan people were
brought to this country against
their will and forced into slavery.
but what is holding Michael here
now? This country is having
problems with immigration
because so many people want to
live hele, so perhaps Michael
could make room for a person
who could more fully appreciate
whal this country stands for.
Next, I would like to address
the fact that last Tuesday was the
day the nation celebrated its
independence. To all the velerans
of every war this country has
ever been involved, I thank you.
Without these people our entire
counlry had the pos~ibility of

becoming truly ..oppressed.... ~1be", punishment for fIag'Yrumirig- <NaS. . ,
group of people that this country towly off base. Allhough some \
is represented by varies people may taUe of this type of 1
incredibly. Whites. Afrikan punishment, it as!> not been put
Americans and othe:s fonn very into effecL However. shooting
different ethnic and religious and killing has occurred over
backgrounds fought side-by -side what the flag represents-WWI
to defend the ideal of freedom
and WWII. for example.
and independence that is this
Finally. I would like to express
country. again I thank them all.
my thanks to Mr. Pryor for
Thirdly. I think. that Mr. Pryor raising my awareness of the fact
did bring up a good point when that there are many people with
he addressed the "Sac-rue Verses" prejudices in this world. I am
issue. The book, however. was a from a small town and was
bad example of what Mr. Pryor sheltered from the prejudice that
was tying to express because the some Afrikan Americans feel
book was nuL written by a United toward whiles. I now find myself
States' citizen and the book was at a university and I am
not representative of the entire attempting to keep an open mind
nations feelings toward the toward everyone ... Mr. Pryor
Islamic faith. Using this as a makes it hard. -- Stacey Sikora,
comparison
with capitol. sophomore in pre-me(1.

Editorial Policies

Nice, intelligent women plentiful but hard to find
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I am female., I too am in my
late 20s, a 'oon-uad' ,as they call
us here. I take serious offense at
you labeling the women of SIU-C
as unfriendly, for that is exactly
the way I see the men. of SIU-C. I
agree with the pan that for the
few friendly people on campus
there are a dozen·more that are
unfriendly, but that Mr. Beaubien
goes for both, se.xes.
'

Doonesbury
ANO «7V HASlP!3NTIFIfJl)

DliNA'S.' M()57"WAA/r{;D

In the past';;"o'~' on thIS.
campus I have made two friends
that I keep in touch with. :t'!; not
that I am "stuck up" it's just that I
am shy and was raised ; it seems.
in a different world; for when I
was in high school the boys
asked the girls out, the opposite
never happened. I admit to
having uoublechanging my ways
hut I think ~ kind of like the old

BY· GARRY ,TRUDEAU

ways anyhow.""
Now unless you CJl:pect every
women to be a perfect "10" there
are plenty of nice, intelligent,
women on this ca~pus. You
might have to look a little harder
for us due to the facts in the
above paragraph. but we are here
Mr. Beaubien. we are here. _.
Jane Parker, seDior in·
secoDdary education.
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Scripps Howard NEWS Service
r

BUDAPEST, Hungary
President Bu~h lea~es Easte~n
Europe convm~ed It soon will
be democratIc, a .change
symbolize.d by a pIece. of
barbed ~Ire that he receIv~
as a gIft from Hungary s
leaders..
The bar~.wIre, from the
Iron Cu~talD dISm.antled on the
Hungarlan;Austnan border,
was B.ush s most. treasured
souverur from ~he trIp. .
.
. A plaque" With the w~e IS
Ins~nbed: We (Hunga.~a~)
beheye that th~. artificial,
phYSical. ~nd ~pJrltual walls
stIll eXistIng m the worl::!
someday shall collapse
everywhere,;'
Looking emotionally at the
gift, Bush said, "That's just
beautiful. That's a marvelous

symbolofthiswholevisi~."

A.sked Wednesday ~ the
WhIte. House was SUrprISe<:! at
any~mg about the foray mto
terrItory that months ago w~s
cC?nsIdered enemy, Marhn
Fitzwater, Bush's spokesman,
replied: "The ~ervor of the
people and theIr leaders for
ref~rm."
.
FI~water, walk.mg ar~und
the CIty and smokmg a cigar,
continued: "R~member,
they're all communISt leaders.
But you te~d to forget that
when you SIt down and they

everythi~g Hungarian that h. e
could thmk of, Bush meant to
salute Rubik's cube, a mind·
bending. puzzle i~vented by
Hunganan archItect Erno
Rubik. But he misspoke and
called it "Rubik's cone,"
causing puzzled looks.
Asked by Imre Pozsgay, a
leading reform.minded
communist
leader
in
Hungary's Politburo, how his
speech went, Bush answered,
"People stayed awake. That's
pretty good for a university."
But wherever Bush went,
Hungarians began chanting or
clapping in unison to show
approval.
. ,
'd
Several state offiCials sal
Bush'~ visit was of, ,"out.
standmg Impor,tance . to
HU,n~ary. Echo!ng Poh~h
ofhclals... they saId economIC
and polItIcal reform must go
together ~nd East and West
must be fnends.
White House chief of staff
John Sununu said the
Hungarians "complimented
him (Bush) on the fact that he
has a feel for Europe."
With his message that a free
market economy works best,
Bush found vestiges of it
everywhere.
While at a local open-air
farmers' market, Blliih paid
for a bag of peaches with
forints, the local currency:

talk like Lincoln Day
Republicans."
Bush himself admitting he
was "very em~tional" abol!t
the trip, said, "Democracy IS
on the move. And that means
to young people they have
more chance to, as we say in
our country, do their own
thing, to express themselves."
While jogging to the
delight of giggling Hungaria~
- the president tossed hIS
sweaty gray-and-white warmup jacket to a Hungarian
who had given him a jersey. "I
don't want t~ show the!ll my
body," Bush Joked, puttmg on
the jersey.
He also autographed a shoe a
b h ded h'
YO;:"~~e ~~r~~llY B~~ said he
is sendin the Peace Co
to
teach Jungarians E~ish
( h' h he called "the lingua
f:a~~" of commerce), giving
Hungary $30 million in private
enterprise and environmental
aid and donating videotapes
and published materials to a
Budapest library.
Bush announced his gifts at
Karl Marx University for
Economics. He noted the irony
of being the first U.S. president
to visit Hungary and speaking
there. But he said it was OK
because Marx's "Das Kapital"
is no longer required reading
at the college.
Seeking to compliment

ODOR, from Page 1
"I think you're going to have
throat and half complained of plant had evaporated 2,000
gallons of water into the at- to talk about alleged odor
the odor of creosote.
"I've smelled it myself at mosphere per day for a period complaints before talking
my home and I'm about three of a month during the evening about odor complaints,"
Mitchell said.
miles away from it ~illant)," hours of April and May.
Hayduk described the
"I don't see a problem,"
Hayduk said.
He said one complaint of the process of boiling off the water Mitchell said. "If we're doing
odor came from a resident who as "not normally done and not something wrong, obviously,
we're going to correct it "
lives seven miles from the a good procedure. "
plant.
He said the plant discon"They (Koppers) are willing
Koppers Co. is located tinued the procedure in mid- to correct the problem,"
beyond the city limits where May.
Hayduk said. "Management IS
North Marion Street ends.
Plant Manager Clark Mit· unsure of exactly which source
Hayduk said that in April a chell said that during the is causing the problem.
tank containing "con· .period of the month, the
Pauline Nelson, a resident
taminated water" was punc- evaporating process was used who lives within one mile of the
tured at the plant. He said only "five or six times." He plant, said she has lived at her
Koppers Co. decided to use also said the water that was m Rural Route 2 home for 35
steam to boil off the water in the tank was not contaminated years and said she always
the tank below the puncture since it doesn't come into noticed the creosote smell, but
point in order to repair the contact with the creosote.
said that it has seemed to have
tank.
Mitchell said the creosote is gotten worse within the last
He said the water was used injected into the railroad ties year.
in the railroad tie treatment in a process where water is run
Jessie Harrell, a resident of
process, where creosote is through tubing and the 1308 N. Barnes St., which is
mjected into the ties.
pressure within the system south of the plant, said that
Hayduk said it was forces the creosote into the alqaough she notices the smell,
estimated by the IEPA that the ties.
.. ,,{ it.~n't bother ber.
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Otis
& the

Elwators
(70's Rock)

TONIGHT
7:00p.m.
Shryock Steps

4'

Alcohol consumption

is peIlDitted in ~
drinking areas ONLY
(No kegs, glass containers
or underage drinking.)
Si'Onsored by SPC, the
Student Center & the
Carbondale Park District.

For more infoIlDation
call 536-3393.

~

s.u.nm~~
Barbecue Quartered
Chicken
Cheeseburgers
Hamburgers
Bratwurst
Hot Dogs
Potato Salad
Jumbo C.C. Cookies
Potato Chips
Lemon Shake-up
Sno-Cones
Available at 6:00 p.m.
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IO.am - 6pm

Drnk of the Day - You Keep the Cop

Rum

~

Runn~r

foInr $1.25· EJcphant $1.40
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Center will be
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t first but'
ill be able;to '1
. Po'a w. on to"tunding the' Scienct'
DU,£her . 1 .. ,~
~ September
s~ar1J)llp, ~!le Ge~eral no ptanil have yet _be·tade. . ':Cil
~said.
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A6seplbijl also ;)ppropnated CllDocmitlg" tbe" bio1~1
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$500 increase.
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DEian~t~e'~tt"d~;' ~
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mit!~(1 ~:ov~~e= sci~~ping"'" i,~.,:~.

projeCts; including tbe
amounts necessary to fund the
first year CJI Gov_ James R.
Tbompsoa's three-year.$360

T~·lBHE baa not . . yet'
decided m bow much money
the UDiversity wiD get for
these prqjects, but a decisioo

millioo pnJgI'BlIl to upgrade sboulcf be made very aooo,
d Wagneraaid.
and expan d science an
tecIInoIoiy facillties at Illinois
"For this DeW era to cooumversities,"Wagnersaid.
tinue beyond two yean
This would meaa the requires that the temporary
University '1iould get. some inccme tax increase be made
money for the expansion ci the oertnaDeDt,", Wagner said.
pbysiC(;} plant and possibly af'We ~"Cba1lenge ci
new biolcgical sciences inveat\!'lg.. thf';;~;ftSources
building.
wisely <ami "~e ,the opThe physical plant addition portunity w ~ate to the
would i.IJclude a $25 million citizens of the'¥ib that W~
coal-fired, fluidized bed will continue' to make
combustion system that would qualitative and service im·
remove a large amount of provements in Illinois higher
sulfur.
i!ducation," Wl:Ignersaid.

..:A
.new

ReCreation Center
'II8rking lot aod be said it
Will relieve the parking
"'teDsiOll." .

HOgau said, "We do
have empty parkin"
.,
p'laces everyday, but
they are two or three
blocks away," She said
that students do not want
tow~ thaUar.
"We're always considering building another
mul!i-level
parking
garage, but right now we
don't have the money,"
Hogam aid.
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China Update allows discussion of recent crisis
By Jackie lay

He said neither had anything

SIaffWri1er

to do with democracy or

An exchange of opmlODS
about the recent China crisis
describes what occurs at the
weekly China Updates at the
Interfaith Center.
Jim Murphy, associate
professor of history, spoke this
week and gave his opinion on
how he felt the crisis in China
started and then left it open for
ui:;cussion.
Murphy said the December
1988 crisis in Nanjing between
African &tudents, police and
Chinese people and the March
1989 incident in Tibet were
cOlmected with the Beijing
event.

reform but bad something to
do with accidental changes by
the movement toward
modernization.
Murphy blamed the
development of the 1979
government-rnanda ted reform
program as the beginning ci
the crisis.
"In pursuit of modernization
of China, the government
promoted a change of attitudes, self-interestedness,
individualism. pragmatism
and materialism, " he said.
"By relaxing their controls
the government unknOWingly
promoted rising expectations

of the Chinese pe.>ple."

He said the new rights given
the people consisted of
allowing the Tibetians to
practice their religion,
allowing tlte Chinese people to
operate a free market instead
of a controlled market, introducing many foreigners
into the country, allowing the
Chinese students to study in
other countries and en-

Father of murdered 7-year-old girl
commits"-"suicide at her grave side
SANTA CLARITA, Calif. missing three days earlier.
The girl had been sexually
(UPl) - The grieving father of
a 7-year-old girl who was molested and strangled.
At the time of Sara's slaying,
sexually molested· and murdered went to her grave and Mann had been separated
from
his wife, Linda Hodges,
committed suicide, authorities
for more than three years.
said.
The body of Wallace S.
Authorities and friends of
Mann, 36, of Ojai was found
family said the girl's death
shortly before 8 a.m. Tuesday the
and the breakup of .,.his
over his daughter's grave in marriage
had made Mann
the Eternal Valley Memorial
despondent and emotionally
Park in Newhall.
distraught.
The man had shot himself in
the bead, sheriff's Deputy Pat
He apparenUy spent most of
Hunter said.
Monday at the girl's grave in
The body of Mann's an all-day vigil, sitting near
daughter, Sara Nan Hodges, the grave and painting in red
,.vas found March 26 in a the petal<; of the roses carved
neighbor's home in Santa on the tombstone with the
Clarita. She bad been reported inscription ';Sarie's magic is

Coroner says
alcohol ~ctor
in fatal crash
The accident that "ien two
University students dead last
week was "alcohol related,"
the cape Girardeau County
coroner reported Wednesday.
Although Coroner John
: carpenter wouldn't release the
specific blood alcohol level of
driver Kevin Ellis, he did say
that the level was found to be
above the .1 percent legal
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Laws, who operated the ring
from posb Near North Side
apartments.

re~'!::f::omh::er tclie:~

or okayed by top lieutenants
in the ring so it served a
certain limited group of
clientele," said Dan McCullough,
Partee's
spokesman. "It wasn't an
off-the·street type of
operation."
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CHlCAGO <UPI> - A
bigh class prostitution ring
that catered to rich
businessmen who paid $200
for sex was a family
operated business beaded
by a 54-year-old woman,
prosecutors said Wednesday.
A spokesman for Cook
C""nty State's Attorney
Cecil PArtee identified the
alleged madam as Rose

AboveGround

.......»

;

Family faces criminal charges
after prostitution ring is broken

~"/".l-l".~

limit.

.. Alcohol was a contributing
factor to the accident," Carpentersaid.
Ellis, 26, and passenger
Kelly Ann Wilcox, 2.l, suffered
fatal injuries Friday morning,
police said, when the Ford
Bronco Ellis was driving left
Chautauqua Street. traveled
for 350 feet then overturned,
throwing both riders from the
vehicle.
Ellis and Wilcox were later
flown to Cape Girardeau's
Saint Francis Hospital where
Ellis was pronounced dead at 6
a.m. Friday and Wilcox was
pronounced dead at 3 p.rn.

everlasting as is our love.
Mom & Dad."
,
A cemetery worker the next
morning saw the body slumped
across the grave. There was a
note next to the body expressing his love for his
daughter.
"It was just a little note that
said, 'I love you' and other
things," coroner's investigator
Dean Sebree said. "It's a little
bit rambling but there's
nothing that says, 'I alL going
to commit suicide,' and it
didn't name the girl. It says he
cared deeply for ber, \\'ords to
thateffeet."
Mann lived with a sister and
brotber-in-law in Ojai.

Kid 3 (PG) 2:00 4:45
7:1!9:30
Baron Munchausen (PG)
2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30
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didatetn history, explained
that the Africans who came
intoChlna received spe.::ial
treatment, usually because
they were the sons of the elite
and
they interacted with the
Jim Murphy- Chinese women, which in turn
is not lik.ad by many 0{ the
~~~J:ng.
individual Chinese men.
When Maggie Flanagan,
Murphy said the. Chinese coordinator of adult education
people began to want mGre and in Carbondale, asked what the
more
individualism, vehicle would be to change the
satisfaction, material goods situation in China, Murphy
and freedom. Then the replied, "I can't imagine that
government perceived this there will be much
momentum on behalf of the liberalization as long as these
Chinese to be a loss of people live (the older men that
government control.
lead the country), ·but they·
Chen Jian, a doctoral can- won't live forever."

"By relaxing their controls, the government
unknowingly promoted rising expectations of
the Chinese people. n
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Retarded.heartpatientwins stay. of execution
ATLANTA (UPl) - The
Georgia Supreme Court
granted a stay of execution
Wednesda~;
for mentally
retarded heart patient Son
Fleming, five hours before he
was to d.ie in the electric chair
for the 1976 murder of a south
Georgia police chief.
Butts County Supt>rior Court
J"1ge William Craig refused
try overturn Fleming's death
sentence Tuesday. prompting
the appeal to the state's high
court.
Defense attorneys Ken

Shapiro and Mark Olive say
Fieming should be spared the
electric chair because of his
limited mental capacity. The
high court VOl~ 4-3 to put off
the execution :.mtil the malter
can be reviewed ..
The stay came shortly after
the state Board of Pardons and
Paroles refused to commute
Fleming's death sentence to
life in prison.
Fler.ling, 59, who has suffered two heart attacks while
on dea th row, has been
scheduled to die in the electric

cha ir a t the Gt'orgia
Diagnostic and Classification
Center at 7 p.m. Wt:t.inesday.
Parole Board Chairman
Wayne Snow acknowledged
Fleming's mental limitations,
but he said the panel decided
they were not severe ~nough to
commute the sentt'ilce.
"We have to look at the
deliberate action on the part of
a person and we have to look
out their understanding of
good and evil and their consequences to it," he said.
Snow said the evidence

showed that the day after the
murder, Fleming said he was
not at the scene and kn~w
nothing about it, but a day
later he admitted being there
and tried to blame the shooting
on a co--defendant.
"Was he so retarded that he
didn't know what he was
doing?" Snow said. "He knew
enough to blame it on someone
else."
The Georgia Legis~ature
banned executions of mentally
retarded people in 1988 but did

not apply the law l'elro.a('·
tively_
In 1967, Fleming scoret! 54 on
and IQ test administered by
the Social Seclirity Administration wh~n he applied
for disability ;1<Iymenls. He
made a 72 on a simiI:-r test
given Monday at the request of
the state attorney general's
office. Officials say a score of
70 usually means a person is
mentally retarded and slightly
higher scores are accepted
when the subject has led an
impoverished life.

Texas high court OKs lawsuit
against cigarette companies
I.USTIN, Texas (UP!) The state Supreme Court ruloo
Wednesday that an East Texas
man may proceed with his
lawsuit against six cigarette
makers and two tobacco trade
associations for the lung
cancer dea th of his wife.
The high court revived a
lawsuit filed by I.D. Rogers by
affirming a decision by the 9th
Court of Appeals in Beaumont,
which reversed a trial court's
summary judgment in favor of
the tobacco companies.
The defendants in the cases
include R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., Philip Morris Inc., Brown
6: Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
Lorillard Inc., Liggett 6:
Meyers. Tobacco Co., the
Liggett Group and two trade
associations - the Tobacco
Institute and the Council for
Tobacco Research U.S.A.
Rogers :.nd his two children
claimed in their suit that
cigarette smoking caused
MarjOrie Helen Rogers to
contract lung cancer and that

cigarette makers and tobacco
trade groups conspired to
withhold information on the
link between smoking and
dist-ase.
According to testimony,
Marjorie Rogers began
smoking regularly at age 16
and smoked at least one and a
haH packs of cigarettes a day
from the early 1950s until
November 1982, when she was'
diagnosed with lung cancer.
She died of the disease Dec. 17,
1983, at age 58.
Tobacco companies, forced
by federal legWation, began
placing warning labels on
cigarette packs beginning in
1966. J.D. Rogers testified that
his wife took some comfort in
the fact that the labels said
only that tobacco "may" be
dangerous to one's health.
He also testified that be
rt3lled his wife saying' she
had read several articles prior
to 1966 that said cigarette
smoking could be beneficial.
Rogers crJaimed his wife would

have quit smoking earlier,
thus avoiding the disease, if
she had all the facts on
cigarette smoking.
The original suit filed by the
Rogers family named
American Tobacco as a
defendant, saying it was the
actual manufacturer of the
cigarettes that Marjorie
Rogers smoked. However, the
trial court severed American
Tobacco from the suit.
In an amended petition, the
suit named the sill. other
makers and the two trade
associations, alleging they
engaged in civil conspiracy by
trying to "suppress and
conceal certain scientific and
medical information relating
to cigar::tte smoking and
resuJllilgdisease."
.'
Tile suit said the "big six"
manufacturers "were able to
take and project a unified and
uniform position on the
question of cigarette
smoking's relationship to
disease."

u.s. coffee consumers not likely
to get quick fix from lower prices
NEW YORK <UPI) American java drinkers are
not . likely to benefit immediately from the recent
plunge in coffee prices on
world commodity markets,
analysts said Wednesday.
The price of America's
favorite eye-opener has faUen
to its lowest level in more than
8 and a baH years on the
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa
Exchange. But commodity
analysts agree it may be
several months before any
price changes are seen on the
nation's supermarket shelves.
The United States is the
world's largest coffee-

consuming nation.
Richard Thompson, vice
president of commodities for
Hills Bros. Coffee Inc., a
subsidary of Nestle Holdings
Inc. in San Francisco, said "an
immediate change in prices is
not expected as roI!~ters must
work down inventories purchased at higher prices."
In Purchase, N.Y., Barbara
Campbell, spokeswoman for
the Nestle Foods Corp., which
markets Taster's Choice and
Nescafe, said, "It's really toa
early to 4~ whether prices will
move lower ... we will just
have!o wait and see."
Speculators in the hotly

traded commodity have "split
the bean," analysts noted,
driving the price of a futures
contract from a high of $1.5525
a pound on Jan. 3 to a COITent
low of around 86 cents a pound
The average speculator in
the robust coffee pits who
purchased one futures CODtract in January for $58,218 has
suffered a paper loss of almost
44 percent, or slightly more
than $25,970 per contract.
Analysts say the sharp drop
is the direct result of the Interna tional
Coffee
Organization's July 3 decision
to suspend all export limits.
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'Batman,' 'Dead Poets Society'. get mixed reviews
. ThE: ~tiug system (or the
film hstls: (XXXX) elt<:'ellent;
(XXX'h) very g()().l; (XXX)
good; (X~'k) pretty good;
(XX) fair; (X'h) poor; and
(X)extremelybad.

BATMAN (XX'k) This film
doesn't ii~'eup to the h~, and
judged purely on Its own
teems, "Batman" still doesn't
quite make it It comes with
spectacular sets, tons of
brooding atmosphere ilnd a
badly undernourished script.
Despite its dark brilliance,
"Batman" is neither beast nor
beauty. Mic~el Keaton plays
it super·straight, but still
seems miscast as Batman. As
the Joker, Jack Nicholson goes

too far over the top. Too often,
nothing but theatmosphl're afilmnoirnightmare-seems
fully and corrosively alive. In
avoiding the campy approach
of the Batman TV series of the
'60s, director Tim Burton may
have taken Batman too
seriously. PG-13: Violence and
darkness.
DEAD POETS SOCIETY
(XXX) It's about preppies,
poetry and passion, subjects
that don't usually set boxoffice rxords. But this stirring
offering could be the exception. Robin Williams plays
an unconventional English
teacher who plies his trade at a
Vermont prep schooL St:t in
1959, toe movie becomes an

impassioned cry against and a stinging expression of
conformity. Williams plays it anger, straight-ahead. anger
low-key, leaving it to a fine overrace.Andforoncelt'sthe
cast of young actors to carry black people who become most
the day. Director Peter Weir angry. Lee shows us the ten·
gives us moments that swell sions that come to a head on a
with emotion, but the movie's hot summer day. "Do the
ending is
much too Right Thing" is fractious,
manipulative. PG.
entertaining and more ~n a
DO THE RIGHT THING little sad. R: Profanity and
(XXX'k) Director Spike Lee
violence.
has
made the
most
provocative movie of the year.
FIELD OF DREAMS
"Do the Right Thing," which (XXXI~) Director Phil Alden
relates a day in the life of a Robinson bolsters a lightblock in the Bedford- hearted fantasy with a story
Stuyvesant are;! (Ii Brooklyn, about second chances and the
draws equally on the vitality longing for reconciliation.
and rage tnat boil inside Kevin Costner plays an Iowa
America's ghettos. This is at man who hears a voice telling
once a bold assertion of style him to build a baseball

Hank Williams' illegitimate daughter
fina!ly gets her family inheritance
By Rheta Srimley Johnson
ScrIpps Howard /Iiews Service

The judge fmally saw the
iigM and said Hank Williams'
daughter could inherit the
same as his son.
The first time I talked to
Cathy Deupree Adkinson whose stage name is Jett
Williams - she was just plain
Cathy. the former foster child
of a couple who lived in rural
Alabama near my parents.
My mother told me she had
heard from somebody who haa
beard at the beauty shop that
this Cathy was the illegitimate
daughter of Hank Williams.
Cathy had visited her former
foster parents, and the community was abuzz with the

news.

Sounded like a story to me,
so I called her and said so. "Do
you think. anybody would
really be interested ill all

that?" asked Cathy, who
seemed extremely shy.
"Oh, yes," I said.
Cathy said she'd have to
think about it. She had considered going public, but had
mixed emotions about it all.
Maybe she would sell her
story.
I telephoned once or twice
after that, but the interview
never took place. I forgot
about it.
But soon enough, Cathy
found herself a lawyer and a
career as a country singer.
Next thing I knew, she was in
all the newspapers.
After she filed a lawsuit in
1985, an Alabama judge
declared she was indeed the
daughter of the famous Hank

Williams and the late Bobbie
Jett, a Nashville secretary
who lived with the singer in
1952.
Williams plucked his last
guitar string on Jan. 1, 1953.
Cathy was born five days
later.
The same judge who made it
official that Williams was her
father also said she wasn't
entitled to any of his
songwriting royalties. Those
royalties keep flowing in from
songs that are the cornerstone
of pure country. The income is
estimated at more than
$500,000 annually.
Hank Williams Jr. - never
shy about trading on his
father's name - fought his
half-sister at every turn.
Junior's actions were not all
that surprising, coming from a
man who sings "I like to have
women I never had."

diamond in a cornfield. He's
then visited by ghosts from
baseball's past, including
ShoeJess Joe Jackson (Ray
Liotta). If you can tolerate
Robinson's mixture of fantasy
and reality, you'll find a film
that's wistful and deeply
nostalgic. PG.
FOR
QUEEN
AND
COUNTRY (XX','~) ThiS
darkly ,hued ramble through
London s slum. culture stars
Denzel ~ashmgton. ("Cry
Freedom), who gives a
smart, wary performa~ce as
an ex-paratrooPt:r trymg. to
come to u:rms WI~ a ~oclety
thatdoesn t~~ruzehimasa
full-fledged citizen.
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Zsa Zsa Gabor pleads innocent
to battery .of Beverly Hills officer
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
Actress Zsa Zsa
pleaded innocent
Wednesday to slapping a
motorcycle officer who
stopped her Rolls Royce for
having expired tags.
'lbe Hungarian-born actress
appeared in Municipal Court
and denied one count each of
battery on a police officer,
disobeying a police officer and
having an expired driver's
license.
Gabor, who lists her age as
66, also pleaded innocent to
two infractions: having an
(UPI)

Gabor

open container of alcohol in a
vehicle and having an expired
vehicle registration.
Municipal Judge Charles
Rubin allowed Gabor to
remain free without having to
post bail and scheduled a pretrial hearing for Aug. 2.
If convicted of the battery
charge, Gabor could be sentenced to a year in County Jail
and fined $2,000. The other
misdemeanor charges carry
maximum six-month jail
terms and $1,000 fines.
The infractions are
punishable by $100 fines.

Gabor was stopped on La
Cienega Boulevard June 14 by
Beverly Hills police officer
Paul Kramer for having expired tags on her Rolls Royce.
While the officer was
cbecking her license by radio,
Gabor suddenly drove off,
police said.
Kramer gave chase, stopped
her car a short distance away
and ordered her oot, police
saiti. Gabor complied, but
slapped the officer in the face,
according to th~ police report
on the incident.
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Air Conditioner
I
Tune-Up
I
I. Special
I 4 cyl. - $31.95 I
I $21.95 reg.42.28 I 6 cyl. - $41.95 I
I includes freon I________________
8 cyl. - $51.95
I
1I ______Exp:_________
7-21-89
I
Exp: 7-21-89
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SUMMER
ZIPPING
BY?
No tan-time to Iose?1 Need to be back poolside to get the other side? Come into Zipps
and throw down a delicious 99¢ burger, crispy
fries, and Ice-cold bucket of Coke.And hurry back
for that encore
"Swan Dive" They're waifing.

~

Free 27 pt. vehicle inspection with purchase of either coupon special.
Prevent summer vacation breakdowns before they happen.

ExO: 7-21-89
C(oupons good on most cars & trucks

VIC KOENIG

Call us :'29·1000 or 997·5470

709 S. Illinois

Senate works on legislating immigration ceiling
WASHINGTON <UPI) The Senate moved toward
passage Wednesday of
legislation setting a first-ever
annual ceiling of 600,000 immigrants, blending the
traditional goal of reuniting
families with a policy of attracting skilled and educated
newcomers.
Although the bill would set a
limit of 600,000 immigrants for
eacb of the next three years,
the number is 106,000 more
than entered America to take
up permament residence in
1988.

The bilI is a follow-on to 1986
legislation that dealt with
illegal aliens. Refugees and
those seeking asylum are
covered in other bills_
The ~ill under consideration
is the first major rewrite of
immigration law in 28 years,
and is very similar to
legislation adopted by the
Senate 88-4 last year but never
pa::>sed by the House.
Sen. Edward Kennedy, DMass., a major spoosoc, said,
"Our bill preserves the immigration rights of those who
have close family connections

in this country, while
stimulating immigration from
the earlier sources of immigration to our country that
have contributed so much to
America in the past.
"From the earliest days of
our history, America has been
a beacon of bope and 0pportunity to peoples in other
lands," Kennedy said. "We are
proud of our immigrant
heritage, and we must do all
we can to preserve that
heritage, to build upon it, and
to strengthen itfor the future."
A major amendment,

V~siting

American experts claim
Soviet psychiatric' abuses exist
WASHINGTON <uP!) American experts who inspected Soviet psychiatric
hospitals said Wednesday that
previous widescale abuf,es
have been reduced, but meD.i4>l
institutions are still being us~
by some Soviet authorities to
punisb political dissidents.
A Soviet response to the U.S.
report conceded that some
shortcomings may still exist,
but suggested that the
American team erred by
accepting, at face-value,
statements made by every
Soviet m~ntal patient who was
interviewed.
The 26-member American
team was led by Robert
Farrand, deputy assistant

Peace Corps
tosend60
to Hungary
WASHINGTON <UPI) - In
what was called a "historic
day," the Peace Corps said
Wednesday it woold send 60
American volunteers to
Hungary as Englisb teachers
- the first time volunteers are
being assigned to a Communist
nation.
It aiso will be the first time
that volunteers are sent to
Europe.
President Busb announced
the Peace Corps decision
during a speech Wednesday in
Budapest, where he also announced other measures such as giving Hungary Most
Favored Nation tariff treatment.
Paul Coverdell, director of
the Peace Corps, said, "This is
a historic day and the
threshold of a new era for the
U.S. Peace Corps."
Coverdell said, "It shows
that oor mission, oor desire for
peace, knows no po~ti~l or
geographical boondanes.
He said the program will
involve about 60 American
volunteers teaching English in
all of Hungary's 19 counties
and the federal district of
Budapest. The training of the
American volunteers - including language proficiency
in Hungarian - will begin this .
year and the contingent will be
sent to Hungary early next
year, he said.
China had agreed to take a
small contingent of Peace
Corps volunteers, but the
Chinese government recently
asked that the group's arrival
be postponed indefinitely. The
Chinese request for a postponement came during the
political upheavals and the
strain in U.S. relations that
followed the "rutal suppression and killing of prodemocrac\' demonslrators in

secretary of state for buman
rights, and Loren Roth,
professor of psychiatry at the
University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine.
The American team included 14 psychiatrists, one
psychologist, two lawyers, two
specialists in human rights
and six interpreters.
They were allowed to visit a
series of Soviet psychiatric
hospitals from Feb. 26 to
March 12, interviewing 15
patients and 12 former
pa tients who had recently been
released by Soviet authorities.
Of the 12 wbo had been
released, the American team
found that 11 bad been c0nfined for reasons that were

essentially political, including
the distributioT. of literature
banned by Soviet authorities.
The American team concluded: "There are some signs
of movement to bl·jng legal and
psychiatric practices closer to
those found in the West. Yet,
there are also many signs that
the transition is far from
complete."
The Americans said,
"Practices continue that, even
allowing for considerable
differences in political and
economic philosophy, and in
legal, social and psychiatric
systems, lend credence to
continuing concerns about
~sychiatric.
abuse.

adopted Tuesday evening,
would give about 40,000
Chinese students - who were
in the United States when
China crushed the l=rodemocracy protests in Beijing
June 5 - the right to remain
for up to thr-ee years.
The Senate also adopted an
amendment Wednesday that
would create a task force to
derormine the needs of Chinese
in the United States on a nonimmigrant status.
The bill would create two
immigrant visa pref~rence
systems - one for family

members, with a maximum of
and one for independent newcomers to the
United States, with a
maximum of 120,000.
At present about 90 percent
of immigrants are joining
family members in the United
Srates and only 10 percent are
"new seed" independent
immigrants.
The unrestricted admission
of the immediate family of a
U.S. citizen would remain in
effect. About 220,000 entered
the country last year.

480,000,
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The Greek gourmet sandwich
". of
U.S. choice beef blended With ("
..,ices
garnished With tomatoes, 0:
.11.d
a sour cream based sauce
serve:! on a pita bread.
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IHALFGYROS AFTER 10:00pm $1.251

Save nme & Trouble. Let U. Deliver
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POSITION OF
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE
. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
.1

Southern illinois University at Carbondale-College of Engineering and Technology invites
applications for a half-time position of Associate Dean for Administrative Service. The
Associate Dean will be responsible for coordinating the planning of the budget; the operation,
upgrading, maintenance and expansion of the physical facilities; and staff selection and
appointments for the College. The appointee will be the contact person for the College to the
University's business offices, Campus Services, the SIU Foundation, the Alumni Association,
Safety Office, Property Control, and all other non-academic units of the University. In the
absence of the Dean, the Associate Dean will represent the College in external functions. The
Director of the College's Computer Cent~r, technical staff of the electronic and machine shops,
and the mailroom staff will report directly to the Associate Dean for Administrative Service.
Applicants must be tenured professors or associate professors in the College of Engineering
and Technology with administrative and personal relationship skills necessary to assist the
Dean in the management of the College's operations and budget.
Applications close on July 28, 1989.
Send a resume and names of at least three individuals who have agreed to write letters of
reference to:
Chair, Associate Dean Search Committee
c/o Dean's Office
College of Engineering and Technology
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901
The individuals contacted by the applicant are expected to send their ktters directly and under
separate cover to the above address. All material musl reach the Committee on or before July
28, 1989. The position will be open until filled.
Southern Illinois University at Carbwdale is an equal opportunity, aftinnative action employer.

Tianal1l1ie-n Square on June-1.
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Mitterrand ignores criticism
of bicentennial celebrations
PARIS (uPI) - President
Fran~ois
Mitlcrrand
dismissed criticism Wednesday that celebrations of the
200th anniversarv of the
French Revolution are too
grandiose, saying he had
nothing to gain personally
from the extravaganza.
"What have I to attain?"
Mitterrand, 72, said in an interview with L'Express
magazine. "I will not be a
candida te for anything again."
The Socialist preSident, who
began his second seven-year
term of office last year, said,
"I am a free man. I do not need
to justify myself to anyone. I
am trying to do my best by
remaining faithful to my
convictior.'i. "
Some critics of the government have ac~used the
president" of showing
monarchical tendencies in
organizing the bicentennial
celebrations that will cost an
estimated $310 million.
Others have accused Mitterrand of betraying the
revolution'S principles by
presiding over a "summit of
the rich" with the leaders of
the other six major in-·
dustrialized
democracies

instead of concentr<lting more
on Third World problems such
as indebtedness and apartheid.
Officials said Mitterrand
plans to make a gesture of
humility Friday during the
climax of the July 14
celebrations - a 2 and a half
hour outdoor th~atrical
procession in honor of the
Marseillaise, the French
national anthem.
The veteran politician whose
followers affectionately call
him "Ton ton" !Uncle) will
climb down from the
presidential rostrum during
the Hollywood-style 7,O>JOperson procession and mingle
with ordinary people in the
crowd, said Christian
Dupavillon, an official at the
Culture Ministry.
"He has been placed in a
spot with easy access among
people like you and me,"
Dupavillon said.
Director Jean-Paul Goude
held a rehearsal of the July 14
Champs Elysees parade on
location in the early hours
Wednesday. American opera
singer Jessye N~rm:in sang
the Marseillaise wrapped in a

blue-white-and-red Tricolor
flag. One hundred Guinean
drummers beat out a wild
rhythm.
Mitterrand also replied
Wednesday to remarks by
British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, who told
French television Tuesday
that she did not think the world
had learned anything new
frQm the 1789 uprising.
Thatcher told the Antenne 2
network she saw no universal
message in the French
Revolution and recalled the
victims of the wave of terror at
the height of the upheaval.
"There was the Terror and
then Napoleon, who wanted to
unify Europe by force," said
Thatcher, whose forebears
fought a bitter war to thwart
Napoleon's dreams of empire.
In the intervie.v with
L'Express, Mitterrand conceded, "We cannot present as
exemplary men who let
themselves go in useless
violence."
"But we also have to understand the logic of situations
and think that the French
Revolution changed the face of
the world, .. Mitterrand said.

Army camps in Paris a reminder
of Nazi occupation of World War II
security is unprecedented and
some Parisians contend it may
also be a bit unwarranted.
"If you listened to. them
<White House security,
President) Bush sbould visit
Paris in a giant glass bubble,"
economic summit
With the hicentennial bash to wrote the French news
begin I'riday and the summit magazine I'Express.
The publication ridiculed the
to start Saturday, hundreds of
sharpshooters have heen U.S. insistaoce that Bush use a
assigned to rooftops, the Clrmy side service door to enter the
has installed anti-aircraft new Bastille opera bouse incar.non along the streets and stead of climbing the main
security boat:, patrol the Seine stairway with leaders of six
other industralized nations River.
In addition, law enforcement host France and Britain,
teams have swept thousands of Canada, Italy, Japan and W{;tit
apartments that line motor- Germany.
President Francois Mitcade roures, miles of fences
have been ('J"CCted and the terrand arranged an earlybird
dinner Wednesday - with
Paris skyline !lOW includes a
state-of-the-art surveillance plenty of ceremony and
security for 17 Asian,
blimp.
These sights and sounds lnay African and Latill American
be reminiscent of the bitter leaders who alre..'\dy bad
Nazi occupation of World War arrived for the bicentennJal
II, but all the peacetime celebration.

PARIS <UPI) - This city of
light has become an armed
camp to protect 30 heads !)f
state who will attend the 200th
anniversary of the French
Revolution and a seven-nation

Interior Minister Pierre
Joxe tried to reassure
Parisians that most of the $13
million spent on bolstered
security will become part of
the city's permanent system,
but much of the money bas
gone to mobilize a security
force of 30,000 - described by
Joxeas the largest ever seen in
peacetime Paris.
Costs include $3.5 million in
!)vertime pay for national
police and otter security
.gents and $634,000 to lodge
and feed reinforcements
brought in from the French
provinces.
An estimated $1.2 million
has been spent on ~parking
signs and on 12 miles of metal
security fencing to block off
streets.
A bullet-proof glass casing
will prated the foreign leaders
when they view the July 14
Bastille Day celebration, an
outdoor event.

Tremors in Japan may be caused
by eruption of undersea volcano
TOKYO <UPI) - Japan
placed its army, navy and air
force on alert Wednesday amid
fears that a recent flurry of
earthquakes may ru:ve been
caused by (he formation of an
undersea volcano that could
erupt near Tokyo.
Following a two-hour
emergency meeting of Japan's
Volcanic Eruption Prediction
Liaison Council, Chairman
Daisuke Shimozuru said the
tremors may have been
caused by moiten rock rising
from the Pacific seabed some
12 miles from the coast.
"We haven't found any
direct signs of volcanic activity but we have to continue
our surveillance," he said.
The area is off the Izu
Peninsula, a mountainous
strip of land studded with more
.than 100 hot spring resorts,
about 80 miles southwest of
Tokyo.
Since June 30, the peninsula
Page 10. Daily EI!)'pt;.an. July 13, 1989

has been hit by more than
22,000 earthquakes, including
477 that could be felt by people.
Sunday, a pair of s'Tong
quakes measuring 5.5 on the
Richter Scale struck the
region, injuring 21 people and
damaging homes and roads in
the peninsular city of Ito.
Fears that the tremors
signalled Japan's next great
earthquake qUickly switched
Tuesday night to concern over
a volcanic eruption when
seismic activity changed.
Instead of sharp jolts, single
tremors Tuesday night and
Wednesday morning lasted up
to an hour with diminished
intensity.
In Ho, residents reported
hearing repeated booming
sounds without feeling the
ground shake.
Seismologists said the new
activity indicated that the
tremors were being caused by

.

magma,

or molten rock,
CS:~~ up from the ocean
The Japan Seu Defense
Force, the nation's military,
announced Wednesday it had
placed ttte army, navy and air
for.:e on alert "to prepare for
any eventuality." It said 42
planes, .15 ~~ips and 1,400
personnel were being leadied
to respond if a volcanic
eruption occurred.
Wednesday, government
agencies and university experts conducted tests in the
Pacific llear the epicenter of
the tremors, but failed to find
any hard evidence of volcanic
activity. More studies, including the use of satellites to
chart irregdarities in the
earth's crust, were planned
Thursday .
The JapaDeS<! island chain
was crea ted by volcanos, fU of
which are still active.
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prov-. ruor II.... $9.99. PA
rent... rec:ording.tvdooa.leuont.
OJ r.ntals, ~ght",g. <""und Core

Mwoc 122S.~.C~daIe.

457-56417-14-82
3991Ap173
GUITAR. 8ASS AND Theory

~~~1~9-6140 or Golden
7-21-82

4170AplV

7-14..1\2
«M36gm
o.ose TO SV, 2 bd-m. c:apeIed,
fum, 0<, waoWc:tyw. color tv, no
pels. must be neal. 457-7782.
7-14..1\9
39MSg173
i ONE BDRM FURNISHED apl.
1 Carpeled, cenlral heal/air
condillonllg. 457-7782.
p.1\9
3961Sg183
MARRIED. GRAD .. PROFL, 1-2
bc:tm ~, nice. unfum.. ale. low
....... I mle RI. 13. 12 mo _cae.
I 5.49-6598_
Z-1H9
41'lSg174
AUG. WALK TO camp .... exira
noc ... fum. houoes CI'Id opt.. 1, 3. 4
bc:tmo. No> pels. 549-4808.
7-16-89
4Q91Sg174
NICE 2 BEDROOM apartment.
529-5294I 8,2419
4J26Sa183
. 4 &LOCKS TO CAMPUS. 3 bdrm.
furn. well kept. no pets. 12 rna
Ieaoe. 529-3076. 68.01-5917.

I

p~!f;$JJI
POMERA.~I"NS

FOR

SALE.

Pare:'lt. can be teen. Adorable
I>Uppl....

~~3915.

Call 529-2435

or

441l2AnIBl

i
i

pe-r mo. A,,-ollabJe

6~.01-4145.

~i;..~:..~~.,:"rw

~.;. $420. P1»no 4:;la~1183

fr .... mowIng. no p ..ts. Cal
68.01-4145.
11-2&9
41178h183
DISCOlNT HOJSII'G. 2. 3. and 4
bdrm houles. carport. some
woshtm and
fr ..e mowng.

CDALE. HEAT PUMP. 3 bdrlTl5. 2
bothl on Emerald lane Great
neIghborhood. Avad. Auguil 15.
$585 =nthIy. 457-3321.
7-2H9
5571!lb181
SMART AND SHARP. 3 bam. 2

Olf.

ay.....
::.~ 18:.~~: C~

.,_19:89

443 SBo11 $

e_

EFFICIENCIES CLEAN. WELLmainlained. ond AlC w~h many
locafJOhS wtthW'i waiing dil.tan<.e
froo>
Cal 457-442211-1-89
3965SaIB2
SUMMER AND FAU 910 W.
S)fca~:..

326Z8g1 AJ

Incl. utilities and

pram.... cabk TV. Sarg,,", rot..
yea r<>«>d. Lmited OP"IWIg. Elf. I.
2.3 bc:tm. For oppI. 457-6193.
8-3-89
3959Bal fl3
SONNIE OWEN PROPEHY
Manage ....,., 816 E. Moil. ~292054. C<II .. for '1_ renlcol CI'Id

COALE FURN. APTS: one block
from """l>\L AI 410 W. Fr_.
3 bdrm $47.5 per mo .• 2 bJrm
$360 per mo .. "ice 2 bdrm .n
Mbero $200 per mo. C" 6874577.
1}-2-l19
4QS!l!IqJ,U
GREAT PRICES ON I CI'Id 2 bctm
apts & houses. furn or lInfurn.
capel. or. W<hr. i1 lown and out.
457-4608. 457-6956.
8-2),&9
4224flal
NCE /'EW FLltN. 2 bc:tm. 2 or 3
PItO!lIe.609 W. C~ or 516 S.
Popl",.•ummer or fail 2 bloclu
from SV. 529-3581 or 529-18~.

management neecia. We oro
offering speCial .summer ratel.
R....mg for VCI'IOI4 apt•. ClYal ior

fol.
l:.~~
GEORGETOWN APTS LOVEl Y.
...._
n..n .• unfurn .. fo, 2. 3 ...
people. V.y nicel Open 1~5:30.
529-2187.
PPM
590?6g176
CARBClr>OALE SPACIOUS STUDIO
Apb. Sepaate kito;l, .... img .....
& ful bathroom. or eondohon. near
eampua. iaundr)- fQc~lties. h.

435AAglZ?

APTS. HOUse. Ai'[) /role.. I, 2.
and 3 bdrm, do... 10 StU. fum.
_
or fat Come by 508 W.
Oak for 0 ltal 01 IocatioM and

=v='::~'Si~~
S. oIl'\e...n HI Rd. 549-6990.

~29-3581 or 52~1:~m

01'1: BEDROOM APT. Prr.-<h. 4572725. "vaIabIe tnme<icrely.
Z·IH9
I~
ONE 8DRH FURl"
. UI.~hel
induded. no pets. '., qi Aug. 1.
...... Cal 684-471:" dl'
pm.

11-2.89
416?6g183
SENING REAl ESTATE. 2 bdrm.
townhOllle•. unfurn. Reol $475-

$500. ~457-2134.
Z-?M~
4125SalB!

OUAUTY, ClEAN, QUET. 1 ana 2
bc:tm ~ Oooe 10 """l>\L

f.~lttr QUIET EFFie' ~
nn..
F"..r.e!~e.

AvciIabIoo fat 684-6060.
8-24-89
4399!lg4
NICE 1 & 2 BEDROOM bnished
op........-. 00.. !o campw at
606 E. peri;. 1-89l-4033.

Walt: 10 ~ $300 rna, incWe
uti 549.... 360.

m. 606 S.

color TV, no pel •. Fall .......
549-.1265. 457-77828-29-89
.44SOf1gZ
HICKOR'/' GLADE IN De.olo it
__iii the c:tive. n- w.I-kapt, 5

1.2Y'9

43038gS

o.ose TO CAMPUS & down'",,,,n.
2 bdrm unds. $300 and U50
II'IOdh 529-.4301 or 457-5312Z:l9-89
4377Bg175

r:::II~t.t=at~~
rnontljy.457-332;.
446ZBglV
PARK tOViNE fOR profe--....

~

r,).~~_{

2 .""0 large bec:tooma. IUtchelll

'1_.

"""

·';~L

and d ....g foom. Room 10
WaIo:outpora..,exIJ<;lIor"""at
no extra charGe. 5395. One
bec:toam at 5295. 0157-3321.

fR~I~2WESt Is 'Ieate!!l

c.otT\>\4.

l

~.1!,~~;

RENTALS
Office At:
501 E. College
LarF i '8edroo.n!

aeariy. economy aIorIJIg 01 $335

montljy.457-3321.
W>SBaJU
7-21-82
NEAR
CAMPUS.
lUXURY
EII!cieneioos for graduate and law
"udentl only at 408 S. Poplar.
abo<oUoIy no peII. ~ 684-.1145
8-H9
39696g183

Efficiency Apartments
&MobileHomel

Clean,
Sit &dt: and

weD maintained,

TlmelD

furnished

I

I"

. apamn:!nts.

457 ..4422 ..J

home•. GIo5on Mable ~ Pari<.
457-6405. CIooest pal<
•• lown. 616 E. POI1o. 51. Ro.anne

'0 .........

MobIle Home Pork- close
. camp"'.
RI. 51 South

~'V3P.dl

bdrm, c!eon, qUIet, o/e, carpel.

$100. Soothwoods Perl. 457-3586

or 529-1539
41598,-173 •

GIANT STEP UP
IN MOBILE
HOME LIVING
2&3 Bedrooms
at 910 E. ParK

?!!Jr;.,
\j Don't ,Ive Up'

look' the
n.,
"

--I

'I'

D.I. CLASSIFIED

,

536-3311

"

h __
".,~tt:>.--...o-..~~~~;>I

You'll love:
-Great New Locations
'Storage Building
'Lighted ParKing
·Sunde~k

.

~~ ~.

413 5. Wash

$520

41&

610 N. Springe! $500

SI&
11&

S 16 W. Pecan

$380

804 N. CarIco

$300

11&

702 N. james

$2SO

~r-_

..

rjJ";~'ty.

\::1','29:2620
211

'" c.rMIMIeIe. Il ..J

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a mQnth

~

• CABLEVISION
LAUNDROMAT
FP.EE LAWN SERVICE
LOCKED POST
•
OFACE BOXES
SALES
• FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE
\\ • FREE TRASH PICK·UP
~F~~~E~~~IO~S~I.~U-.~\) • INDOOR POOL

HOMES

rImperial Mcrcca"

•
•

~HTAL5

North Highway Sl

~

JOr

549~3000

Summer &. FalJ
Wouslng for the
Sedou5 Student"

fOR

Fumished,
one bedroom
and effidendes

i:-BEDROOM

403W. Elm *4
402 1/2 E. Hester
4101/2 E. Hester

Inclada:
Carpet IS.. AIr

I

504 S. Ash apt. 1
911 N. CarIco
408 W. Cherty Ct.
409 W. Cherty O.
520 S. Graham
509 1/2 S. Hays
402 III E. Hester
406 1/2 E. Hester

fr_ Bu. to SIU

~

-

~_v

Now LeasIng

only

~~i

457-3321

*·

..........

'" OBILE
.......
M

r.sf!'!.

flppolntmvnt

~

More For Your Rent Dollar

t¥eD\OOM NEAR
Center. c.cIar boomed ceilings.
large lvina room. no pets. $465.
529-2013.457-8194. 549-3973.
41S2!lb6
8-21\-89

Shown I7y

\

Sorry No Pets

wee. ~I" ".

Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

I SEDROOM WITH .Iudy. qutel
N.W. neighb"rhood. Q/c. large
ohady yard. perfeci for couple.
$245. 529-2013. 457-8194.
549-3973.

No pets

'.

2&3 Bedrooms
at 714 E. College
Featuring:
Cent;ai Air
C:;'ble TV
Washer/Dryer
Close to Campus
Natural Gas Efficiency

I

~

Launcil)' fadU/1es
water. Trr1Sh IS.. Sewer
Oean IS.. Quiet

10

11-2=89
407Sl1rJRJ
PRIVATE COUNTRY S~lTING. 2
bdrm. {urn. ideal for coupiN and
gad stud. No> po... 549-4808
Z-IH9
4Q97!lsJZ4
4 MI. W. 1-3 BR wei mant<>ned.
quoel park. ale. fvrnehed. l I 45·
$200 monlh. 687-4983. 6871873
7·21-89
5915Bc177
DEEP DISCOUNT KlR wmmer. 2

4_
I Carbondale

2-BEDROOM

Qu,ej 2 bec:toOfllS belmd CIrnic.
elfer new _ . \ghIed """""'.

I

us

ottnosphere. 2 and 3 bedr('lom

-.'

GR"D STUDENt HOUSING 2
bdrm. _ I park. $1 25 de~o.'t
$165 mo. 12molecae. 549-240'.
7-14.!l9
4Q49i\r1.
EXTRA NICE 1 A~ 2 Lam. 12
and 14 wodes. caoet..<t fvm. air.
..... campus. oval. summer or n..
no pels. 5494491.
11-25-89
4117?jk5
SUMMER OF FAU. 230 Hanseman.
SIU I rnM. 2 bc:tm. - ' pc.i<. !lest
rat ... 549-8238.
&-U!9
39SBBrlB3
CARBONDALE NIC€ CLEAN 2
bc:tm Mnrshed. <It. C<11529-U32
«68.01-2663.
40551lsl73
7-14-82
LAAGE 3 BEDROOM. 2 b".n near
the Rae. Center. Cal 529-4444.
7_1!\.J!2
422QIXi141
3 BDRM. 2 BATH. or cond. very
.poci ...... Will 'enl or .ea. Call
457-6033.
I1-7HI9
421 %1

HOUses

ZdI!-8L _ _

I

WIth

fl,st,
then
compore.
No
appolf'ltm&nt neceuary. Redvced

.""mer rates I Sorry; no pe... ""'"

-;;liI!~

C\c:~.3!'!1

FOR SUMMER or fal 3
or .. bdrml. 1 mi. 10 SIU.
5.49-2258.
7-14=82
-41.2.3IlhlU
RARE OPPORT!.NTY. 2 bec:toon,.
2 baIh. profeuoonal ofty, AC. f....
place. many nice ..XIT... I "" E.
RI. 13. 542-6598 _

29 YEARS IN Mobj .. Home ""d
Spac .. Rent". for knowledge 01

."...1. 549-:;607.
7.13-89
439?11c172
PRIVATE LOT FURN. 2 tnt. S. No
pets. $225 mo. pari sMde. wid. 2
ba-m 12.48. Exoelerot. 457-7685.
7_1':&9
S57?Sc173

':'..1;19

No> pels. 457.526S.

t t8ZM

43S4Ik171

"XlI.
AlC. dose to
lee.
No pelS

424,48d83
IN QUiET PARK. 2 m•. E. of
~. 12><65. 2 bd-m. new
ecrpeI, decl: and shed. $ j 90 per
month. 457-7355.
~'~____~4~J~51~~~1~76

bec:tooms. 1 1/2 baIhs. ~ or.

~S~S:1e THE NOISE507~~~
wllh a 3 bc:tm hoUIe. a- a_

atr. carpelng. lawn moWIIg. 5405.
529-1218.549-3930.
11-2-1\9
5569!lblS3
COlNTltY UVNG 2 mies east eI
Cclc*t. 2 bc:tm. ",,/vm. 529-3581
1820
.
44748b178

7_1 Yl9

NCE 2 80RM
m ... t
457.5266.

CarnpUf.

DOU8lfWIDE. I MI. S. 01 SIU. 3

549-1940 dter 6:00pm.

11-2Jl2
43l9Bp183
AUG .• WALK TO camp .... extra
nice. Mn. houoit. and <¥In. 1.3. 4
bdrms. No> pOI$. 549-.1808.
2
FURN.
noighborhood. AvaJ. Aug. 15.
549-7152.
~9
4439!lb!Z3
1 BEDROOM WITH study. quiel
N. W. neIghborhood. Q/ c. large
ohady yord. "",feCI for couple,
$U5. 529-2013. 457-e 194.
549-3973.
11-21\-89

I

II-m?

month 5.49-1315,

" Mable Horne I>mg. <heel:

k:'~I='~~
~=~.c!~ I
$140 per bam. 2 bIks ITam lowers I
on Park. Manager IIvel on

~~. ~~'8~n~/$~rs~:

~ ~~~~~ashn;,

m~AOOUS

TOP COALE LOCATIONS. I CI'Id 2
bclrm lurn. apll .. no peta. Call
68.01-4145.
11-2=89
3968Bo1B3
DISCOUNT HOUSING land 2
bc:tm fun. apIs .• no pet,. two mies
We.t of Cd<>l. DaYI Inn. CoO
6844145.

r.alrlBOR~ fvm. :!'~~.

oppl. fum. 315 lynda Dr.. 4480
per mo. 529·1622. 549·2702
7.19;:89
~
COALE 3 BDRM. 1 both.
opploancel. 1 yr. leole. 61 I

11-2=89
4319Bb183
COALE. 3 WRM fvm houoe at 822

I;

I

to Wain HOUle LaundromCl' .

neighborhood, very clean. air,

P"".

I

$210 per mo. Next

P""'_w Mobile Hom .... 905 E.
Pen. Show"", Mf I: 3Q..5pm .... by
appt.529-1324-

t-n:6NDALE. FUR~4~7'I!:Jr~.
aic.Hid. $450 mo. n...... sngIe
women preferred 457-6538
1I-2-Il9
437%183
lG 3 BDRM hou.e. qUIet

!,5~~4 ~.7"sno~~'5l-

C" I

442OAr173

Dally Egyptian
Classified
536-3311

,

i

457-8352II-Hl9
4?12Ar183
AIR CONDITIONERS. 5000 STU
l1OV. 565; 11.000 8TU 110V.
$165; 18.000 8TU 220Y. $185;
32.000 8TU nOY. $285.
529-3563 ..wi 9 pm.
11-2:>.112
4222Ar3
POTTERS KICK WHEEL for sale.
at_ and wOQCj «ntrvchon. $60.
Cal 827-4325.

7-13..90

pr.._ . Paltvoew Moble Home<.
905 E. Parle ShowI1g Mf 1:30.5
pm. 529-1324.
4006&175
7- 19.89
IDEAL FOR SlNGlESI Avoj now I
.ummerl falll 1 bd" " fvm.. clean.
no pels. 9 mo. coni 00. $135 mo.
summer. S 1 45 mr.. lal. Between
S,U and Logan. 549-6612 days.
549-3002 r>i>II7.21\-8 9
433~
SMAll 2 BDRM mob. hom. on
614 W. Wlow. Clean. quiet. aic.
priv. park,ng. S160. Co» Grog.
457-3586 or 529-1539.

01

AIC parI furniih.d. $200 .. or

I lI:M2..

2 &LOCKS AlOM towers on Pen. 2 I

bdrm hmIhed.
",""",eel.
ale. goa
appliances.
TV. _y
_I,
_ _ Iveacable
on pr_.
Shaded

~-ltt9 AlC GAS ~,!:!!3

Cal 529-.1305.
~
8-72-89
NICE SPACIOUS. ENERGY 1
oInc.enl. lur ....hed or unfum;ohed.
1 bd-m. quielaea. 457-5276.
01
Days
1\..22d19
43600g2
8-2-89
43218h163
TWO ONEWRM apIS.. 3 mIes Eof
Carbondale,
qul .. 1
neoghbo.hood. pels ok .. some ....
c:tyer WIIdow or. fr.... mo_. no
pea:!. $150 a mo. ~ seany.
pelS. Cal 68 .... 145.
937-2971 <iter 5 pm.
11-2-82
4318!lb183
7-19-89
P36BglZS
4 &LOCKS TO CAMPUS. WeA kept.
NlC£. /'EWER I bc:tm. fum. 1 a 2
fum .• 3 bdrm. 12 mo. Ie"",. no
. people. 509 S. WaN or 31 3 E.
pels. 529·3076.68.01-5917.
freemen Surrmer of n.. 529-3581
or 529-1820.
ALL
4464BaJ77
7_21-89
effidenl. 3 or 5 bd-m. _ I ..eo.
NICE ONE SDRM apt. 304 w.
<457-5276.
Sycamore. lurn. $150 lumm .. r.
11-22=89
43S9!lb2
$250 fal CI'Id _
529-3581SMALL 1 ROOM houle. $160
7-2J.j!9
4463SalV
montt, pb depooit. 687-.13<19
PRICED RIGHT APTS. houo .... and
7-m9
42368h176
trao1e<i .. CdaIe ond out aI CdaIe. '-NICE 2 8EDROOM with study.
1.2. and 3 bdrm. fum....,...,.... or
Quiel profeuoonaJ neoghborhood.
fa!. 529-3581 or 529-1820.
1001 Johnson St. l ...... de!>osot.
1:71-89
4465BglV
no pets. 549-7447.
1 ~ 2 WRM. or cond.. 20~ E.
43718h176
7-20-89
College. no p .... ,457-5923. 5
NICE 3 SORM, 2 bOlh. 2 cor
bIodufrom~
garage. fum. ce./raJ air. dose /0

PlA.ASIC SECREiARY DES!( $650.
8X38 trader 5400. Ic>v..eat/bed
$225. labl. & 4 cha"•• $50.

~~= ~::.~g.~~n,t.m;.::
~~~SfS.
40686c173

FURNISl-ED HOUSES FOR rent. 4 . hou.... JacuzzI. 2 barn •. pond.
bdrm. no pets. avalalle. Aug. 16. ! fir .. ploce.
country
.el1ing.
611 W. Cherry. Cal 457-7427
Profeuonal Of GracklOle preferred
7-14.!l9
4Q2%173
457-2861.

5438.
4189fib178
7-2$.89
EXTRA NICE 4 botm. furn houoe at
422 W. Sv",;arr.ore, cent. aIr,
washs-/c:t ....... OI>"n sngIe garage.
free mo""og. no
Call

Ie s..;).:;

1

I

I,•

I 2 IlEOROOM 10XSS an pnvate "" _

t2f) &DRM. Cleat! ~~!!;, !

4S7~596.

tt~~~.

w:' kept.

"""'1. cIooe 10.......... I

!":';'~29~/~9~(C"'"

i~~II.€~iG

area. Re5poos,ble porsonA only,

4183",,78

8:7..62

409

COALE. $600 A mo. For lale

15.549-4935.
7-2H9
5936Bg180
APT. LARGE 2 BDRM. aic. _ate
pOlio. carport. newly remodeled.
_ . Iraoh. and heQ. n..n6hed. 1
1/2 mI. from cump.... very quoet

dotnce oaiod ba. cold b_/..".".
beho:>d court houoe i1 Muophy.

Z_ILAO

H)¥~ BDRM.

clean. ~

k>ts. Storing

A~t

7-14-1}2
4071A(I73
RAILROAD TIES. LA .. DSCAPE.
garden or rerrace. 457-6193. You
bad and hall.
S-2-l19
4144,o.,J83
WALrS GREAT PIZZA. "'_ _ta.

7-25-119

!

434 000 ] 6 3

It.

etc. Vorlous colors and sIze!
ReQIIOnabIy pnced. 529-5505.

I

1. 2 80RM FU!N.. ac.

SMAll. 2 I!ORM hoUIe i10de tr...peri;. Oean. quiet. 'Q/e. $240 per
mo. Cal Greg, 457-3586 or
529-1539.
8-2"2
44518hZ
31lORM. 2 !lATH. aic.....Iwn, crpI.
,,*.5450 mo. 12 mo........ wId
~. 549-6598_
8-2].{!2
427Mb!
2 BDRM HOUSE semi-furn.. 1 yr
tea.e. no ""II. $270 a mo.

1 & 3 &DRM APTS on Mil St.
aa.... fr"", CCImPW. 101M vtiof;eo
included. fum. oval for faI. Cal
. 529-2954.
7-1"2
4411BalZ5
2 BDRM UNFURN 01"1 .• water.
5300 mo. C'daJ./M·boro area.
I.
549-7120 or 993:2221 <it. S pm.
9-1$.82
4 42 1&ca6.
2 SCRM APTS .. ,400 S. Grdram.
pric.. from $220 to 5300. fwn.
cIooe 10rK. 529-3581.

D\.NN APTS. STWiO 1 & 2 bdrm
opts. Pool. len.... and baolt.lbtj
courll. laundromat. 205 S. Le... "
Ln. 457-2403. Mf.
8 29:89
4095Sg7
NEAR REC. CENTER. Brand now
Energy efl.e.enl 2/3 bedroom

ft.?.ft9

~"'~",. ,~ "'~·~" L" · ·~"'~",. ;".,:" ~:" '~"~""';"":~.~~]'~
;~" I

p"

.
j

RENT-Close to campus

2-BEDROOM
410 E. Hester
507 1/'1. W. MaIn (bk)
4OOW.Oak,3
300 N. Oakland
301 N. Springer

*2.*4
BEDROOM
408 W. Cherry Ct.
409 W. Cherry Ct.
520 S. Graham
511 S. Hays

3-BEDRQQM

400 W. Oak

*t. t7..

4=BEDROQM
212 H('Ispltal Dr.

300 N. Oakland

50!> W. Oak

505 N. Oakland

514 N. Oa.~iMd
4OOW.Oak*l.n
BEDROOM
510 S. Bever1dge
300 E. College
305 CresMew

Tower..QId Rt. 51
4-BEDROOM
505 5. Beveridge
5 t 0 S. BeverIdge
300 E. College
305 CresMew
503S.Hays
511 S. Hays

514 N. Oakland
67BEDROOM

4OOW.Oak

.

Available

Fall &'Summer 1989
549-6610
529-t082
!,
~ .. ..~...
~~..~.~.~.. ~.-.~.~~~.~,.~.~.~.. ~,.,~.-~,~. ~.~,,~..~;.~.. ~~
lP' II

.IJ •. 'I~'I't~I'

"

I I "'1"1

FOIl RENT • FURNISHED mobile

home~

j<:>r summer or fal: In

.... RQJ(or,n., and Gt~s$on Courts.
Char... Wallac •. fr. '3 Roxanne
CI :; Hwy S l. 451-7995.
,. -2-89

ROXANNE M08!J: HOME Park.

Q~er pori:. Owner ho.I in park,
rOQlonable rat.I. loundt'omal in

41$ft2.c183

GRAD

STUDENTS 9 mo.nlh
confrO(;T, 1 bed. furn .• dean. 110
pel>. Ava! :>ow or fall $145 pe
+:le>, localed 1/2 way hetween
l~ CoIbge and SlU on fit. 13.
549-66 i 2 dav>. 549-3002 ndts.

tA~g

,..oriL Sorry, no POll h 51 Swh.
CabondoJe. l ~29') I . 549-4713.
8-2:}1l9
~
WWWOOD MOf.'lE H:)ME Part.
large shacly lot. Iocot<d on COy ~oad. Sai.mem MobM Home
Pad. c:bse to SlIJ bc~ off of E.
Part SI. on Warren Rd 529-5331
or 529-5818.
Z-2HP
443?f1b177

lctr~::fl8k

CHOICE.
w.o. ~ cn:l 3 'dm. :~ncos lIart d
$1: Cd 5~'-'4t44.
7-2J-a9
4383B-.lZZ
CQl.t.jTRY ll"ING 2 ...... east 01
C'dole. 10.50. a/c. fern.
529-35e 1 or 529-1820.
Z-25-89
44~

Storage.

car.

~~~:1~ I~i~~~~~
tk'WoC\\\. 2 1/2 BAfH;~

457.¢194

or p<rJ. 10 share wllh ott_ grad..

:;225"" rom. 549·)705
~-----~

IT '. 6~pi~~~"
P.lV
patio.
oc. appl .. Iau,;ciry.
pI&ase no pets, r:IIer 6. 687-,\;;62.

_I.

IH89
3 !6!!lt!82
fWO [:lRM. LARGE yad de:lt ..
miles SOUIh of C<lITLpU$. lin<y r 0111
Sz~.>ol Disl"cl. $:,50 ",onlh.
4~7-6610.

Z::2MY

415)1\,,176
THi!EE BDRM. AREPlACE, washer,
dryer. hed. and wol.,. ind. Avol
Aug. 1. $495 permo. 529-3513.
8-2.§9
59971X)83
NICE TWO BDRM. U,I"rn. "ir
carp.t. QPphClnceJ. energy
ef'iciency, 1/4 ..,i. S. 51. 457-

4387.
8-2.<19

42~

SOUTH WEST, 2 bdom. "-wly
calpe:.d & p"",led. II~ve and

wi d Co"~eChOM,
!325 mo. 457~538.
:.~ -----L'7~

r .. ~r.g. Furr. .•

GRAD STL:lENT OR prof..... 2
l>Qo",.o/< - ' aroo. $~5 mo.
54~-«:7 d-3vs. 457-7962 _ .

1:Wl9

4395!l.t173
i i\E1)ROOM COlNTRY bcahon.
~261l. IICkId.. heal & Wtoter. no

po". ealhedral celI1g. Hdng

-Jas..

door. gorden SpOI. 529-2Ci 3,
457-8194.549-3973.

a.Wl?

ONE BEDROOM. 6

.till_

y,..

olr'. 0\1

elec .. qu.et, carport, hunllng and
ho"_~g

684-3413.
7-26-=89
4456B.:!79
NlCE DUPLEX. 2 bedroom. b,g
yard. lease, depo5d,

1\0

I

~. or house fr<>n Aug. l-Oec 3;.

1969. Cci: :;09";88-9425.
4242Bi']6

7-20.89

II rrmw.Hiiffi.g I
I

"'IRUI~ES NOW HIRING Fllghl
Attendcnt5
Travel
Agents
Mechanics Customer Service

~d~i:~:,a l~lOioKJ~]:

COlNTRY SHTNe> 2 bd-m.

petl.

54> 7«7
7-2M9

9-25-89
5922C25
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040$59.230/",. Now himg. Cal 80S687-6000 Ext. R-9501 lor curr ....1
lederallSl
Q-5-.'Iy

3472C12

AIRl:NES NOW HIRING. Floghl
att.,.ndanf.,
travel
ogen!it.
m.chantcs. customer serVice,

UslioQ<. SolorIO! 10 $105K. En:.y
level posioora. Cal 805-687-6000

Exl A9501.
HSi'

34 6 OC12

~Z;~~SES & ~:!T~

openong •. CaD or apply 01 JB's
Place. ~:,ghway 51. 3 mi. N. of
Deso!o. 867-9369.

~ili1~T WORKER. Jit2f!,s.

pointing. 549-5129 alter 6.
FurnIture lor sa.. Cheapl
7-!3-89
4416C172
OPENINGS FOR LPN'S fuU and
CNA' •• v.nlnll'. and DDA', aU
shofts. Apply II person. Motmgiy
Hoallh Car. Center. 207 E.
Colege. Energ,r, L.
7-26-89

4444[17i
GOVERNMENT J08S $ 16.040$59.230 yr. Now h~. Cal III
605-687-6000. Ext. R-9501 for
C\n'enl federal 101.

9-?S-89

417?C2'i

ElIGIBLE LADY 60-65 10 lYe II For
",rlher rucnnahon cal 529-3571.
7-20-89
439ZC!76
D.J.'S
WANTED. RECORD
collection preferred. a~~ly 01
Gotsby·. 10-6. 608 S. IIno6 AYe.
7-!+89
U)2C1Z3
GOV" JOBS $16.040 - $59.230

41~~!?J.

§..21H!9

Churehes

of

by 7/22189.

Z:.'1-89
4368ClZZ
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
SPECIAliST II. The Oaiy EgypllCOl's
27.lJOO.ci-aAaIion doiy newspaper

~: 30uthern IUlnol$ Univer&Jty at
Cr-·b?ndoJe,
seeb
a
'..\t:roc-omp\!-er Software $peemsl
m our ;:Uoduchon departmeflt.
Ap~lic:ant must hove- 101 cole go

oo.uln woolt wi!. a 1IWlmIfft of 18
$~me5ter hours of credit directly

related
to
microcomputer
programmir-g. analysis. and
deSign. 6 of which were In
microcomputer appkaho,., and
two yeor" of experience in
microcomputer
oppllcatioN
programmflg or lbl Iwo years of
ex:pene<lCOdor~<lbIelothe

next lower level of th~ senes.

MOClOIO$h expe".nc. " preferred.
Knowledge of QuarkXpress and
M,crosoft Word helpful. Minimum
.alary. $1521/mo. Conloct SIUC
Employmenl Service>. 803 S.
Elizabelh SI .. Carbondale. :
62901 in person by "00'
Thunday. JLAy 13. 1989~ A civl
service exam is required. SIUC "
an ecp.ool appor",,"y employer.

7-1:}1l9
J.4QOC111
EARN MONEY REA..>ING Boob I
$30.000 .,.. income po"'nI. 0.1010.
(1 J 805-687-6000 Ext. Y-9501.
Z-2fHJ9

3963(181

MONEY FOR COLlEGE. We can
h~1 We guaranlee it! F"anciG!
aod/job opporl. Free brochure. 18~9024E>c1.1l0.

4198C173
per""'
" orjusl
purchcae praQ..cto lor yoonef I.P 10
7-14-89

EARN Lf TC $10

~O~ ~ff. Avon. the number 1

=t:.':h~.~If1::.=. t~

549~176. 687-4902, 988-1326.
or 542-5915.

.U:

4225(183

7-I:}Il9
4352C172
SUEiSTANCE AEiUSE O.SE
coordonator. W~ be re.ponsb!r. lor

saeelW"lg substance abu&. cenlJ
and Ihe~ famihe •. Abo WIll cofociJta ~ ,,"OlopS, some supervision

and tr· 'oing of Sludenls. Masle..
degree in human services With

working knowledge in sui>llance
abuse. EOE. S.nd r .. um. 10
ADAPT. 604 E. CoDeg •.
Carbondale. IL 6291)1. by
7/14/89.
7-I:}Il9
431jC1Z2
eASY WORK! EXCelLENT Poy!
As.sent>!e ",OdJCtS 01 home,CoI for
lnformal~,". 504-6 ~ 1-8003 exl.
9330.
7-19-89
43ZOCl75
CARPENTERS
HELPER
OR

[,!Ztfl~.f4·'·1·4·;!~~
,,----------,
!

I,

I1

carpenter. Some tc?ls required.

549-4935. C::! ev","angs.
7-18::89
MO$Cl74
EARN MONEY READING Boobl

II

$30.000 yr. Income potel"1~taL

.xt.

Delois 111800-687-6000
y9501.
9-27-89
423407
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS AND
orgofUzahons needed fo work on
CamplJi

aI

446](175

MATURE MALE STUDENT. fr ..
room and board in . .change for

.

i

ht'. mOlntenance and pari tme
desk. work for small motel In
exchange for aparlme~t plus

ANY LADIES WHO wood II.e 10
",end or earn money by he >ling a
Iinge-ie party (krge selection. .." 10
75" bebw retarU. 529-45 Ii .
7-26-89
43120179
ANNOUNCEMENT
ANANG
WHO used 10 wart 01 Marriol in
Student Conler between Se~1. 10
OCI. Please caU 942-3715 or

villi.... Ap~1y '" person. 1209 W.

4479C179

EARN M0NEY READING books!
$30. "00 yr. income pOlenl1al.
Del'*. 1.$05-687-6000.

o-Hi

~
ANOTHER
LOOK!

3791C12

MAlE SMOKERS AND Non.moke<S
forastudyoltheeffedsofcigco'_

GOLD. SILVER. BROKEN fOwelry.
cads. daas
mgo. elc. J and J Coina. 821 S.
1Iinois.457-6831.

omokng on phya;ology. mood. and

coinI. Slerirlg, L",ebaI

blood chemistry. INonsmokero nol
req..ed '" &m h.1 Must be 21 10
35 years old, 150-190 bo. We wi
pay qualfied <moke,. $ 140 for

~FOR BROKEN lc~~.J9rr,

partidpation in fi"e morning

pickup. Cel n9-5290.
8-23:89
4221 E2
PEOPlE WHO LOVE 10 woler &lei
<rod can drive a boal. share gal
Cal 684-37 1~446E'i!i

seoooons. nonomolr..... $30 for """
.e.. ion, Call SIUC Psychology
Department. 536-2301.
Z 14-89
4213(;173
EARN MONEY READING Booksl
$30.000 yr. income pOlenlial.
Ootaoh III 805-687~ooo Ex" Y_
9501.
7-?!)..89
3992C176

iW'

Z-J:H!9

44 139173

PREGNANT?
Call BIRTHRIGHT
Free Pregnanqo Testing
Confidenlia!Assis1ance

549-2794

215 W. Main. '

(must have ACT on file)

The D.E.

Classified
has it!
Call 536-3311

Classified Sales Representative
-spelling and typing (min.. 30 wpm) test given
-training begins mid-August
-requires telemarketing skills
-flexible work blocks (4 hour blocks preferred)

Advertising Office Assistant

Malibu Village'

-1 position: noon-4:30
-duties include answering the phone.
scheduling advertising. assisting walk-In
customers, coordinating work with soles reps,
and dummying the newspaper

Now Renting
for Summer &. fall

Advertising Dispatch Representative
-afternoon work block from noon-4prn required
-duties include delivering dally proofs to
advertisers
-car necessary; will reimburse mileage

d.isocuu.ntina"ntiW

Advertising Sales Representativ#',

-AvaiJ.ble~lS

-2/3_"""",2_

549-4935

45M137. ThankI.

Positions for Fall

BaANDNlW
ENEaCY UIiCWII' DIII'UX
-C_toKeev...r
-$440m>.fpoo>l!>le

-A/C.oriIlAgfaa

Clip &Save

I' ~j ~~. ......~~60~1Z3'
ttNit[,IWJH9:1 3'Jill

night duhe,z. at Good Samantan

House. ,,~ply. basemenl 701 S.
Manon.
B:,3Q.89
5526C8
Pf:RSON OR COUPLE 10 d~ port

MOO. ("dale.
7-26-89

1

I
.,
I

'
I

549-5264.

7-19-89

.

'HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, MEN'
& women's clothing.'
1a~p~ances, furniture, and I
'mISC. Sat. 7-15-89, 8 am-? ,
1301 OakS!. Cartervile.
,

reprei..,..bng Forh.rle 500

firms. Conlacl Kely

s:

~.~

It----------I
i

Large Townhouse Apts.,
now offering summer discounts.
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes
12 & 14 wide. with 2 & 3 bedrooms.
locked mailboxes. next to laundromat.
9 or 12 month lease. Cable Available.

PA;;TIAU Y FURNISHED ROOM.
own both in pnv_ home Kit~,
TV room. washer/cty.... ac:.....
female. preF... 1LOf1IIL'lOker. malu-e
pen"n. To "arl loon. $100
mcnthIy linc~des u"-I plus assosl
phyoo;aiy dos<mIed female. P'-e
457-3318. Soon ~ dt... 1
pm. Mon.-fri.

~Ji& WEEK.

Services Progarn C_dinator. 604
E. CoIeg&. Cort.ondaIe, Il 62901.
Oeadone for opplocohons July 25.
1989. EO€.
7_21-89
4.4J1iClZZ
YOUTH DIRECTOR: 112' lim. to.
....YO k. & Sr. Hogh youlhs min"try
lor mt Baphsl. Fnt Chrstian, Frsl

I'>ARTfNO[RS AND WA!TRESSES,

lui and pari Itntt. apply iI POllon
at Gcnby·s. 60li S. l AVfl.

port hmo. evenings and nights.

I;C:<","'::!~~::~:::::fi 5r~~~1~9~~1111::::~

Kilgo
formerly SuMet. 825 E. Mom.
Cdal•• niQ/l11y ral... $12.95
"'gIe.

CO\In5elog experience with youlh.
Send re.um.s mark.d SOS
Counaelor Po.sition to. Youth

Cabondale. R.......... & relerOllCOO
10 PO Box 8. Carbondcie. l62903

~~~~~!.~:::']~. ~fJ;~age$POCe ~::;~

pr "ale- fetlced' pottO$ 529-2013,

,.fwe.,.

crisil inrlltrvenlton
QU'QllficOlions are a S."'I in a
human .lllllr vice.s nekl and 2 yl"l.

Presbyterian

GARAGE FOR RENJ-

2 be.room lownho.mes. near lno
C'dale CI,nlC. All oppitonce..
cOlhedrol celioII' WIth skl L91-1..

COl.NSEI.OII TO PROVIDE ser...u.
10 rmaway and out of control youth
& their Fem,lte$. Dulte, ",elud.
eooraeIng. caoe management. and

-juniors and seniors prefEfu'ed . _
ri': -afternoon work bl9C~ helpful, '.
,: -duti7s Include ,se"if)9E3dv~rtIs~~.10 ne
,t~xjsttng IilPcsouna"~'~J"L
• implementing adlt.~ . 'ng FCJmpalg~!
;

-C~_tlelp~~ wiD r,~rse

t"e<$e

;¥.

J.

<t ~

; 'Adv~i~ng layout ; ':. ~ .

i . w=t~~?rI< ~or ~u~~. 15-20,. pef~'.i
.

-1utIes InclUde IoyipgiOut pages Ond~IY;·r~.~.
a dvertise.m.ents.. ; ''"1~!'.
"
" '. ~."'-.'
;
'~. .
" . ' .t
(
i
'·c:-:;:,~
.
..

.

<t"<.

-.: '"

~

AdvertlSi~g ~aphlc Artist

emoon wortc blOck n8cessarV ,."
t-kr1O'Nl~J9 of deddIInes. ty~raphy. color. t
separation & screens helpfU. STC comrnercIoI
graphics majors preferred. wi consider other ~
related majors.
'
.' ~
_,~, , •.

Pick up applications at the ''j~ .;':;~
Communications Bldg_ Rm 1259t:.
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CaMn and Hobbes

By Bill Watterson

l'

,~,

cid 23

~

26

127

4S

tJ

12

13

22
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24

29
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4i

so

[']33

E!P'

E]39

1:]42

41

::143

£]44

46
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51

52

C

48

1147

53

54

5&

55

f157

c'.'

LJ60

58
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as Unca"",
:l6Plemo·. . . ...,

ACROSS

1 epiphany
figu ....

SlUnltol_
:18 lIulldlng.1ag
3IIGrte_

511..1 H'
Tum to aJush

to

14 Footnote word
15 Soppho'a
lIu. .
11 ObwrYanC8
17lngralMd
II TaJ lIaha! .n.

4 O R _....
42 Bluah
43 u.-_bOI

"-LIo.I

20 Eneroacll-

• SouIhem

Fronce
2 Arab port
3 z.b Walton
C Grand

5 Ronaaclln a

•.::=n.
70.-

.~

45 Tony
47 One ,sIngIJ)
51 Ruin

., o-t>aarinO

55 Cowonl
IiIIllusicIaIt

1211._
1311e1p_o
22 _ _

IVory
pitch

--. 1511_
.. - - 24-._

manls
:11 Gomln
23 Fr. holy

.OAIN.

52_

24 Fobric

25 On I h e _

Eiitettainntent
Otis and the Elevators to play
'roots conscious' rock 'n' roll

11
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Bloom County
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3201._
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Puzzle answers are on page 15

By Theresa Livingston
Entertainment EditOf

Otis and the Elevators, a
crowd favorite of central
Illinois audiences, will be Ilie
featured act at this week's
Sunset Concert at Shryock
AuditoriulU.

Although critics and fans
have described the band as
anything from rock-blUes to
pop to a party band, lead
singer Jay Rosenstein said he
hesitates to classify the
Elevators'sound.

..----Live Music By

THE JUNGLE DOGS
9:30pm-1:30am

~;~

Stroh's Drafts ........ 2S¢
Strl)h's Pitchers .... $1.25

OtIs and the Elevators
group consistently sold out released "l:ross the Bridge,"
Mabel's in Champaign and went to the No. 1 spot on the
"We're very traditional, but Plaayedndailne's owChniCMagod0ern<wDiath Champaign-Urbana charts
not rockabilly or anything like C rbo
Y and radio request Jines, inthat. We're more roots- Saints) and Wisconsin, as well eluding major label releases,
conscious than roots-rock, as other spots in Illinois.
and has been sent to alterintegrating traditional rock
"We've even played in native, independent and
into everything else we do," he Carbondale before. We opened college radio stations and
said.
for the Saints and had a lot of publications.
Rosenstein
further fun," Rosenstein said.
The Elevators also released
elaborated with an analogy.
The band plays original. a ~vecompil1:lJiQnta~!o.~~Live.
"Our sound is sort of Bob music from their two, in-~. From The Oliier'Side, ' ID 1987, Dylan meets Stevie Ray dependant label LPs and ~ as a response to "all the
Vaughn, with a little reggae occasional cover or two F -. bootlegs floating around
thrown in, but we definitely do up in the stage show from
e· town," which sold more than
our own thing," he said.
, 5 0 0 copies in two months.
to time.
Based in ChampaignThe llrSt, 1985's "Sdme
Still, all in all, Rosenstein
Urbana, The Elevators formed Ca~r," sold out after two said while be is excited with
about four years ago. pressings and was ~he the band's success, he has
Operating under the motto, Champaign-Urbana ar4a's adopted a wait and see attitude "We don't have fans, we have fifth top ~lling album for 1986.
about the future of Otis and the
friends," the four-member
The ~nd, the rec~Uy
Elevators,

Etiquette book rud~, but funny
Scripps Howard News Service

A book on manners by P.J.
O'Rourke, king of the rude
boys and the international
affairs dt'Sk chief at Rolling
Stone, is like a handbook. on
diplomacy by Manuel Noriega.
O'Rourke is one of the
funniest guys working now.
and his ability to zero in on
STUpidity and pretensions and
the failures of .::ontelllporary
lif" reminds on(' of JOllalhan

BookReview >,;

-

assauJt.".
On· learning foreign.
languages: " ... no one-learns _
real French anymore because- ~
Americans already· have. a
language they can't underst;ind and don't Speak well
-Engli;h."

Swift and Mark Twain.
On public behavior: "If you
throw a drink in the face of a
congressman, it will be
regarded as a political
statement, or as a moral
Unfortunately, the truly
judgment, or as an enviable sidesplitting parts of "Moder'l
thing others had been dying to Manners" can't be printed
do. But if vou did not know he here, but the excerpts above
WaS a congressman. it will be give an indication of
regarded as ft'lonious O'Rourke's caustic nature.

DOORS OPEN AT 7:00PM - 7 DAYS A WEEK

760 E. Grand Ave.

457-2259

....:~~

:. !:.~t·.7~

'~~::t
t:".'

'- . -. '":.-."~..'

Back
-ToCampu~
AdvertiSing Deadline
July 19, 2:00pm

Call 536-3311 for more info.
Daily Egyptian. July J:l,
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Ballplayers Rose could have
doing Irrtle home COlJrt odds
fishing
'.0
COLUMBUS, Ohio (uPH major league
baseball said Wednesday that
while Cincinnati Redll.
manager Pete Rose claims he
wants only a fair hearing in his
gambling case, be acbUlDy
wants a borne-field advantal~e..
Baseball Commissioner A.
Bartlett Giamatti's attorneys
urged a federal judge to retain
jurisdiction over Rose's
lawsuit. which seeks to remove
the commissioner from
deciding on allegations
baseball's all-time hits leader
gambled on baseball games.
In a brief filed in U.S.
District Court, baseball attorneys said the commissioner
was vested 68 years ago with
"independent, autonomous
authority" by the baseball club
owners to maintain the integrity of the game.
Tbey said to move the case
back to Hamilton Coonty
Common Pleas Court in
Cincinnati, where Rose filed
suit June 18, would invite
"intense local sympathies and
pressures" because Rose is so
popular there.
The case was moved to
federal court when Giamatti's
lawyers flIed a notiee of
removal July 3, eight days
after Common Pleas Judge
Norbert Nadel granted Rose a
tempomry restraining order
against \be commissioner. The
No 0 federal judges in Cincinnati sent the case to
Ccmmbus.
Giamatti argued that· two
judges in Cincinnati passed the
ease OIl "because of the extraordinary renown of the
plaintiff in Cincinnati, and the
daunting publicity this matter
bas received ... in order to
assure a fairer eovirooment.
«It DOW appears boweger
that plaintiff is ~
accept the jurisdiction of any
COIIrt other than ODe wbicb is
mmt subject to the infIuenee of
local pl"eSSUftS produced by
his fame, notoriety and clo8e
identification with the city of
Lawyers for

Scripps Howard News Service

Wby do most majorleag-.1ers say they spend
their All-Star break
fishing?
To maintain a false
ego, that's why. You
beard them boast:
"Me and the boys will
be out on the lake catching us a mess of bass,"
says Lefty Hurler,
journeyman relief pitcher.
Says Arch Bloop, gritty
second baseman: "Yup,
¥Up. Good 01' All-Star
break. Just me, my dog
and my new trolling
motor."
The truth be known,
none go fishing. All stay
home and do homeowner
chores as dictated by
their wives. They fix the
screen on back porches.
They spray weeds. And if
they leave the yard, it's
to go to the hardware
store or the dump.
First off, a ~y
All-Star break isn't
enough time to go fishing,
unless you're talking
about a nearby Jake. And,
in July, sitting on a
nearby lake means
frying yourself in the
high summer beat.
.
Not even Milwaukee
Brewers go f"lShing on one
of the many WiscoJy...in
lakes. Minoesota Twins
don't fISh, either. And the
Twins live in the "Land
0110,000 Lakes."
That's because you
can't fish in Wisconsin or
Minnesota in July. YOII
can't even wet a line
witbout snagging a
tourist up from Chicago.
Come July in the
northland. the only fISh
bang on tavern walls.

to

Cincinnati.
"If it ever were appropriate
to remO\·e a case to the federal
court
avoid such local
pressures, this is the case,"
they wr.'ote.
Rme's attorneys have until
next Monday at noon to file a
reI' ponse. Judge John
Bolschuh bas given no indication how long he will take
to decide the case.
Rose is accused in a 225-page
report of an investigation by
the commissioner's office to
have bet on sports, in particular on baEeball games, for
which he could be suspended.
If he wagered on Reds' games,
he could be suspended from
the game for life, possibly
jeopardizing his almostcertain ejection to the Hall of
Fame.
The 10000page memorandum
filed by Giamatti's attorneys
includes a copy of the major
league agreement stipulating
the commissioner's authority;
a deposition taken Tuesday
from Edwin Durso, executive
vice president of the commissioners office; and a
Cincinnati Post article of June
26 citing the "borne-field advantage" for Rose in obtaining
the restraining order.
"Gambling is the capital
crime of baseball; .. the
commissioner's attorneys
wrote. ''Courts of the United
States have uniformly.
recognized the power of the
commissioner to investigate,
determine and punish CODduct
he judges is 'not in the best
interests of the national game
of baseball.'"
They added: "The ultimate·
issue in this case is the c0mmissioner's ability to protect
and maintain the integrity of
the game."
...
Giamatti's attorneys argued
that be never waived his right
to remove the ease from the
i ........tiction of the state eGUrt
t;~ti, and they cited a
federal COIIrl ease decided just
last week in Chicago.

BREAK, from Page 16 --------\faris' all-time record of 61.

The 27-year-old San Diego
native, traded by the New
York Mets after their 19116
championsbip season, has
attributed much of his success
to an off-season weightlifting
program.
Jackson, who carries a
football for the Los Angeles
Raiders when not belting tapemeasure home runs, could
match 1988 AL MVP Jose
Canseco as the only players in
history to reach the 4!HO
plateau. If Bo turns it up a
notr.b, he could make a run at
5O-SO.

Jackson also makes a
coniributiun in the field.
Regarded as the league's
premier left fielder, his speed
and cannon arm have runners
thinking twice about taking the
extra base.
The American League East,
once considered by baseball
experts as baseball's fmest
division, now is its most underachi~ving. The Orioles, in
last place every day of 1988
after starting the season with
21 straight losses, have
vaulted to the front with a
combination of good pitching
and sound defense.
Baltimore, wh'.:h has led tne
division most of the vear. Uikes
a 5 ':;-game lead over the !liew
York Yankees into the second

half. The young Orioles have
been unfazed by their sudden
success, and if the preesure
doesn't take its toll and
Manager Frank Robinsoo can
work out his differences with
umpires, the Orioles could
take the division.

Tbe defending . champion
Boston Red Sox, distracted by
Wade Boggs' off-field
problems and decimated by
injury, need to put together a
second half charge similar to
last year's.
The Oakland Athletics,
picked by most to run away in
the AL West, played the entire
first half without 1988 MVP
Jose Canseco and find
themselves 1 1h games back at
the break. Dave Stewart, long
overdue for a Cy Young award,
leads a pitching staff that bas
held together despite the loss
of bullpen ace Dennis
Eckersley.
Tbe California Angels,
bQlstered by the league's top
pitching sta~r with Chuck
Finley and Bert Blyleven,
recently overtook the Athletics
in the West. The Kansas City
Royals, with Jackson and on£:
of the league's top pitching
staffs, and the Texas Rangers,
led by 42-year-old Nolan Ryan
and the hitting combination of
Ruben Sierra and Julio
Franco, are expected to
r,'main in the race. Rookie of
the Year candidate Ken

Griffey Jr. may keep the front
runners looking over their
shoulders at the Seattle
Mariners.
Because of intra divisional
trades, the race in the National
League East could be
baseball's most intriguing.
The acquisition of Mark
Langston from Seattle gives
the Montreal Expos the ace
they have sougbt to challenge
for supremacy. The recent
addition of Zane Smith from
Atlanta also bolsters the staff,
either in the rotation or the
bullpen.
New York bas been slowed
by injuries to Keith Hernandez, Gary Carter and
Dwight Gooden, but still has to
be considered the favorite. The
Mets also tried to improve
their lineup with tbe
acquisition of center fielder
Juan
Samuel
from
Philadelphia.
Mitchell leads tbe San
Francisco Giants into the
second half with a two-game
lead over the Houston Astros.
With a healthy Mike Scott and
strong second-half performances by Rick Rhoden
and Bob Knepper, the Astros
could mount a serious
challenge to the Giants. The
Reds, who have played in a
circus-like atmosphere, need a
resolution in the Rose case and
Dannv Jackson to return to his
former self.
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Roberto Duran longs for rematch with Sugar Ray
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) When he's alone and away
from his adoring fans, WBC
middleweight
champion
Roberto Duran says he thinr.s
of only one thing - his loss to
Sugar Ray Leonard.
The defeat has become a
living nightmare for Dur.'n,
who will fight a series of
exhibitions over the next few
months on the West Coast.
Every time he enters the ring
he thinks of the loss and feels
the pain deep inside.

Ray Leonard will decide to
fight me."
On Friday, Duran will take
on unknown Irish Pat Lawlor,
of San Francisco, in an
exhibition match. It is one of a
series of bouts against wouldbe "Rockys."
"Whdtever happens, happens," Lawlor said. "They can
take me out on a stretcher, but
when I wake up I can still say
I've been in the ring with
Roberto Duran."
However, such damage will

It was Duran who bung the
only blemish on Leonard's
record only to have Leonard
come back and defeat him in
the rematch. That loss has
turned Duran into an obsessed
man. He wants one more
chance against Leonard and he
knows that at the age of 38 time
is beginning to run out.
"My intentions with all these
exhibitions is to be ready for
Sugar Ray," Duran said
through. an interpreter.
"Every night! pray that Sugar

likely not happen since both
fighters will wear 16-ounce
gloves.
"I have to fight exhibitions,"
Duran said. "The intention of
the exhibitions is to stay in
shape for Leonard. I want to
show I can stay in shape."
The four-time world
champion may soon get his
wish. Mike Trainer, Leonard's
attorney, said Tuesday that
there was a possibility of a
third fight between Duran and
Leonard.

"My marching orders are t(o
talk to the two of them <Duran
and Thomas Hearns) and see
what happens," Trainer was
quoted as saying in the San
Francisco Examiner.
Duran said: "My people
have been in contact with
Leonard's people. We hope to
have an answer by Monday on
when, and if, we'll fight."
While awaiting word from
Leonard, Duran has busied
himself with the lengthy
exhibition schedule.

Dutchman wins Tour stage; Fignon holding lead
BLAGNAC, France (UPI) Dutchman Mathieu l!ermar.,;
sprinted out of the pack to win
the 96-mile Luchon-Blagnac
stage of the 76th Tour de
France Wedne:;±iy after pacesetter Rudy Dhaenens of
Belgium spun and fell on a turn
600 meters from the finish.
Laurent Fignon of France,

Browns
wanting
Mackback
CLEVEI.AI\'D (UPI) - The
Cleveland Browns are planning on baving two-time Pro
Bowl running back Kevin
Mack in training camp
Tuesday when the rest of the
team reports, despite his
pending drug trafficking
charges.

wearing the yellow jersey,
maintained his seven-second
It-,ad over American Greg
LeMond in the overall standings.
"This stage wasn't at all
easy," said Fi~on. "Yoo bad
to be constantly alert bec3use
there were a lot of breaks in
the road. In those conaitions,

the solution is to stay well- the Pyrenees peaks climbed
placed."
earlier in the week. FrenThe pack of some 90 riders, chman Charles Mottet held
including the top 10 overall, third, 57 seconds back, with
finished in the same time as Spain's Pedro Delgado fourth,
Hermans overall, three hours, at2:53.
American Andrew Ham~
'S7 minutes, 47 seconds.
The overall leaders . sten, having made little imremained unchanged after the pact during the tour, held fifth
stage, which descended from place, 5: 18.
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Mack, 26, was jailed overnight June 28 after . eing
arrested in the heart of a
notorious drug district and
was indicted MOI1tiay by a
Cuyahoga County grand jury.

trafficking

29.95

He is to be arraigned July 24
or 25, but the Browns plan on
baving Mack in training camp
before his court appearance.
"I can't tell you what's going
to happen in the legal quarter," Browns Vice President
Ernie Accorsi said, "but that's
(Mack attending camp) what
we're expecting and hoping.
From a football standpoint,
we're proceeding the same
way."
John Pyle. Mack's attorney,
said Mack's physician will
have to clear Mack for
practice.
"Number
one,
Dr.
<Gregory) Collins is treating
him," Pyle said. "Before any
decisions are made Dr. Collins
will have a lot to say.
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years in prison.
Mack has been free on $2,500
bond and staying at the
Cleveland Clinic Hospital for
what has been described as
"extensive evaluation" since

~
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If convicted on all charges possession of cocaine, sale or
resale of cocaine. aggravated

drug

Of the 198 starters, the field
has dwindled to 165. Dropping
out Wednesday was Fabio
Parra of Colombia, a pre-race
favorite. After Parra's
withdrawal, the last member
of his Kelme team, Jose
Ronancio of Spain, also pulled
out.
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lliini won't get Bebout; SIU-C might
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

The Illini is out of the picture
for pitcher Bryan Bebout. Nc
matter what school the
Harrisburg Bulldogs' ace
hurler chooses, he will stay in
Southern Illinois.
Bebout said he is leaning
toward SIU-C and is waiting to
find out how much financial
aid he would receive from the
University. But he hasn't ruled

out the possibility flf staying in
Harrisburg and going to
Southeastern Illinois College,
whkh is a junior college. "It
all just boils down to the
money... Southeastern is
giving me everything."
"It depends on the amount of
money I can get from the Pell
Grant," P'.bout said. "If I can
get the naoney, I'm going to go
to SIU. If not, I'll go to
Southeastern. "

Bebout has signed a letter of
intent
to
play
with
Southeastern, but is binding
only in the Great Rivers
Athletic Conference, a JUCO
league. The letter was signed
with the agreement that he
could go to another school if a
better offer surfaced.
The southpaw pitcher for the
State Champion Bulldogs says
he has ruled out the University
of Illinois because it "was too

expensive for my family."
Bebout had been heavily
recruited by Illini as well the
Salukis.
Bebout said he expects to
make a decision today,
depending on if he receives a
reply from the University.
"I'd like to get my decision
out of the way so I won't have
to worry about it anymore," he
said. The saga of Bebout's
coJiege decision has seemed

never-ending, with postponed
meetings and rumors flying
about where he might play
collegiate ball.
But the young pitcher is
taking all the attention from
the schools and local media in
stride. "It's kind of fun," he
said.
Voted the State Tournament's MVP, Bebout
finished his senior year as a
Bulldog with a 13-0 record.

Lady cross country
striving to improve
Judiscak, Brown among list of returners
By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

Saluki women's cross
country coach, Don DeNoon is
boping that a fin' mixture of
experienced returners and
upcoming youth lead to a
successful cross country
season.
"We should have much
improved cross country team
performance this season,"
DeNoon said. "With the
caliber of athletes we have
returning along with our
recruits, I have every reason
to feel optimistic."
Two of DeNoon's top
returners include seniors Lisa
Judiscak
and Cathy Brown.
take time out of a recert sports amp to play
From left: Les Nunes and Jason Maxfield, both
Judiscak, listed fourth on the
high SChool baseball players from GranIte CIty table tenniS at the Rae Center.
SIU--C women's an-time cross
country list, missed the
balance of the 1988 season due
to injury. DeNoon said he
doesn't believe the team ever
recovered from her loss.
performances· have taken a
United Press International
"We should have a team in
backseat to Commissioner contrast this season," DeNoon
Majol' league baseball,
Bart Giamatti's investigation said. "Last year we lost Lisa
overshadowed by the
of Rose.
(Judiscak) for the e;ltire
distraction of the Pete Rose
Mitchell has 31 borne runs at season and the team never
investigation during the first
the break and is on a pace to really gained any leadership
baH of the season, moves into Giamatti contesting
58, which would break Hack until mid-season when Jane
its second haH today with four
Rose's home field odds hit
Wilson's NL record of 56 set in Schumacher emerged. But we
close divisional races and
-Page 14 1930. If the streaky Mitchell, never caught fire or became
sluggers Kevin Mitchell and
who also boasts 81 RBI, can one of the top teams."
Bo Jackson in the spotlight.
DeNoon believes Judiscak's
The 1989 baseball season has Orioles, Mitchell's Roger match his fIrSt-balf numbers,
been anything but predictable Maris-like first haH and be would even threaten Roger health and leadership cO'lld be
keys to the season. Brown is
through its first 14 weeks, with Jackson's prowess in his
listed 18th on the all-time cross
_the exploits of the Baltimore "bobby." However, their See BREAK, Page 14

Ping and Pong

Rose case dominating baseball
Sports Analysis

country lis ... DeNoon has five
returning to the team that
have ran the 5,000 meter run
under 19 minutes.
Along with Judiscak and
Brown, Dona Griffin, Tracy
Guerin and Arnie Padgett are
returning. Griffin is a junior.
Guerin and Padgett are
sophomores.
"We are really depending on
these five this season because
they can get the job done,"
DeNoon said. "I am expecting
exciting things out of Arnie
Padgett. She has all the tools to
really become successful.
Sometimes it comes down to
what's inside an athlete." .
Michelle Sciano and
Rosanne Vincent, both juniors,
also could help out according

to DeNoon.
DeNoon said he believes the
cross country team has added
depth with tbe recruits it
picked up. Dawn Barefoot and
Leann Conway could make an
instant impact according to
DeNoon.
"We have really picked up
some top quality kids,"
DeNoon said. "I think that
Barefoot and Conway could
make it into the top 20 list
immediately."
DeNoon is also said he is
pleased with the addition of
frosh runners Laura Batsie
and Christine Gabler.

Cowboys' Q8 retires ...

... along with Yank hUOC1'

Danny White ends career after 13 years in NFL

Ron Guidry finishes up pitching in minor league

DALLAS (UPI) - Dallas Cowboys
quarterback Danny White retired
Wednesday, ending a 13-yearcareer in
which he took the Cowboys to the brink
of the Super Bowl three times but
could never escape the shadow of his
Hall of Fame prederessor, Roger
Staubach.
The emotional White, who was 67·35
as a starter for Dallas, said at a news
conference be decided to retire when
new Cowboys ~oach Jimmy Johnson
told him Wednesday morning he would
not playa key role in the team's 1989
plans.
.
"The direction they wanted to take
was to get as much work for the young
guys as possible," White said. "If I
wanted to play the role that I wanted
to play, I had to get as much work as
possible. That opportunity was not
goir'lg to be provided."
White's voice quivered and he made
an obvious effort to keep tears from
streaming duwn his cheeks as he said
he wonk! end his l3-year NFL career.
"I'm grateful to the Cowbovs Cor the
opportuHity they've given
to play
Cootixl.li," he said. "But more than
that, for the ()pportunity to have an

me
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effect on people's lives. Tbat's the
thing I will remember the most. I
thank the fans and the league and all
my coaches and teammates.
"I wish the Cowboys all the luck in
the world. They've got a talented
young group of players, and if Coach
Johnson doesn't screw up along the
line, ther, will bave an impact very
quickly,' White added, drawing
la ughter from Johnson.
White's departure leaves the
Cowboys with rookies Troy Aikman
and Steve Walsh, little-used Scott.
Secules and veteran Babe Laufenberg
as their only quarterbacks iL camp.
Veteran Steve Pelluer, who replaced
White as the Cowboys' starter in 1988,
has been offered a $6OO,lJOO.a-year
contract but has Dot reported for
workouts.
But Johnson, who replaced Tom
Landry 8S the Cowboys' coach in
March, said he was comfortable going
into training camp with Aikman or
Walsh as probable starters.
"I feel because of the unique
situation we're in, that the young
players know more about our offense
than the veterans," Johnson said.

NEW YORK (UP!) - Ron Guidry,
fourth OIl the all-time victory list for
the New York: Yankees, Wednesday
retired after more than 13 seasons
with the team he anchored through its
most recent cbampionship era.
"I bave given them everything I
could possibly bave given," the 1978
Cy Young Award winner said at a
Yankee Stadium news conference.
"This is not a sad moment. We all
laugh at the stories when I first got
here: I was too small (5-foot-11, 160
pounds at best), I didn't have the
guts... I did the best job I thought I
could do. Now I think the best thing I
could do is step aside."
Guidry, who posted a 17G-91 lifetime
record and 3.29 ERA, was on world
championship teams in 1977 and 1978
::and won more than 20 games in a
season three times. Since his 22-6
performance in 1985, howev:Jr, Guidry
has fai!d1. to have a winning season,
going 16-23.
The left-hander who turns 39 Aug. ?.8
did not make an appearance WIth New
York during the 1989 season and spent
several weeks with the Columbus
Clippers, the Yankees' Triple-A af-

filiate in the International League
where he played in 1976. After undergoing elbow surgery March 17,
Guidry compiled a 1-5 record in seven
starts with a 4.18 ERA.
"The organization has given me a
chance to go out gracefully," he said
at the conference team owner George
Steinbrenner was unable to attend. "I
might come back and lose - I can say
I won my last game last year and I can
take that to the hot stove league."
The last pitcher in two decades to be
drafted, developed and kept by the
Yankees organization, Guidry denied
bitterness at ending his career in the
minor lea&Ues.
"I thought it was fitting that I should
end my career where I started," he
said. "The book closed even."
Hardly. Guidry's winning percentage of .651 is tiro for eighth on the
Yankees' all-time list and his 1,778
strikeouts are second t'l Whitey Ford's
1,956 in team history.
"I was going to retire after this year
anyway," said the Lafayette, La ..
native khown as "Louisiana Lightmng" and "Gator."

